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Seniors To OCS;
Small Number
Left On Campus

Named last week to fill the offices of the
senior class are, from left to right, Robert S.
James of Sumter, president, Grady Wayne Clark

of Asheville, secretary and treasurer, and William C. McEIreath of Wadley» Georgia, vice
president.

James Selected President Of
Seniors To Succeed Martin
Clark, McEIreath
Take Other Posts
Robert James, '44, majoring in
aichitectui'v and architectural engineering, of Sumter was chosen to
head the senior.class in the recently held elections.
G. Wayne Clark, Cadet Colonel,
became vice-president; and W. C.
McEIreath, mechanical engineering, '44, of Wandley, Ga., was chosen secretaiy-treasurer. James succeeds Pfc. W. P. Martin, mechanical engineering, '44, of Columbia,
who is now attending Air Force
OCS.
Martin was among the rising seniors who were inducted into the
army at the close of the regular '43
session. He was stationed at Clemson for a short period, but recently
he left to attend OCS.

Captain Raysor
Killed In Italy
Captain Harry A, Raysor chemistry, '39, of Greenville was killed
in action in Italy on January 12,
according to the telegram by his
wife, Mrs. Melba By Raysor.
Captain Raysor was the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank-Raysor of 1001
Pendleton Street and was graduated from Greenville High School.
At Clemson he was an honor student his first two years, a member of the Tiger staff his sophoyear, and a member of the Greenville Country Club. He was also
active in intramural sports at
Clemson.

Methodists To Hear
Dr. Snyder Sunday
The speaker for the annual
observance of layman's day at
the Methodist Church, which
will be held Sunday morning
at 11:30, will be Dr. Henry
Nelson Snyder, of Wofford
College, who has served his
church outstandingly as a layman for more than half a century.
Few men have had more far
reaching influence on the life
and . thought of South Carolina homes than has Dr. Snyder. He numbers "his boys"
by the thousands, and whereever they have gone, they have
carried with them something of
the spirit o ftheir noble tacher. Sons and grandsons of
these men will be anxious to
hear Dr. Snyder when he comes
to Clemson.

Hollis Awarded
Sanders Killed
The Silver Star
In South Pacific Lt. R. C. Glanton
Dies Of Wounds

Captain Charles H. Hollis, chemistry, and agriculture and chemistry '35 of Rock Hill and Clemson,
was recently awarded the Silver
Star in Italy by Lt. General Mark
W. Clark.
Captain Hollis' citation
read:
Charles H. Hollis, Captain, Hq.,
Company, Tank Bn. (M). For gallantry in action, near Italy. On
the afternoon of xxx September,
1943, Captain Hollis accompanied
a tank column as it moved northward along the highway. The column halted when enemy anti-tank
and machine guns were encountered. Deploying his quarter-ton truck
to the side of the xoad, Captain
Hollis ran
to one
of the tanks
which he judged to have a clear
field of fire in the direction of the
enemy weapons.
Snipers were extremely
active
and enemy machine guns strafed
the "road. Captain Hollis mounted
the tank and from this uncovered
position directed fire upon
the
^nemy positions.. Several
bullets
struck the turret upon which
he
was standing, yet he maintained
his position until all enemy guns
were. silenced. His intuitive appraisal of the situation, his skill in directing the fire, and his aggressive
and intrepid ■ spirit were instrumental in the accomplishment of
the battalion mission. Entered military service from Rock Hill, South
Carolina."
Prior to his entering the army,
Captain Hollis was assistant chemist for the Fertilizer
Inspection
md Aanlysis department here at
Olemson.
His brother, 1st Lt. Harris W.
rlollis, agriculture '42 of Rock Hill,
s now stationed with Headquarters,
13th Airborne
Division,
Camp
VTackall.'N. Carolina.

Lieutenant Woodrow
Fernon
Sanders, textiles, '41 of Camden
from 1937 to 1940 to 1940 business
manger of the Clemson Tiger football team, has been killed in action on New Britain, the war department informed his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John J. Sanders of Camden.
- While Woodrow,*
nick-named
"Butch" by his Clemson friends,
was business manager of the football team, his brother Alvin captained the Tiger gridders in 1938.
He graduated from Camden High
School in 1937, and was interested
in all forms of athletics.
Soon after
graduation
from
Clemson,
he entered the service
as a second lieutenant at Camp
Wheeler, Georgia, from -which he
was later sent to Panama and
finally to the South Pacific.

First Lieutenant Ralph C. Glanton, agricultural engineering '37
of Grantville, died January 9 of
wounds received January 6 in the
Italian campaign, the War Department recently announced.
Awarded a citation and
the
Silver Star for bravery in the
Tunisian campaign, he had been
abroad 14 months, and at the time
Of his death was serving in the
notorized infantry of
General
Mark. W. Clark's Fifth Army.
Prior to his entrance,- into the
army, Lt Glanton was ' connected with the Farm Security Administration in Jeffersonville and
Greenville, Ga.

The Baptist Student Union of
Dlemson joined forces with those
>f Anderson College recently and
'.ad a banquet at the First Baptist
Church of Anderson.
Dr. D. W. Daniel was principal
peaker and his subject was "Buildug for the Future.''
Presiding at the meeting were
vlbert Meiburg, president- of the
lemson group, and Miss Sallie
;iinkseales. president of the Anlerson College organization.
David Sauls was responsible for
uties of the social committee. The
lecorations were appropriate
to
he occasion, which was valentine.
Mr. Leon Rice conducted a quiz
program and many took part in
answering questions.
Among the boys from Clemson
vere both Air Crew and Basic Engineers. The Rev. Boyce Brooks,
jastor of the Clemson Baptist
Church, attended the banquet.

Graduate Is Promoted
To Rank Of Lt. Col.
Harry H. Gibson, textile chemistry '32 of Spartanburg and Fairmont, was recently promoted from
major to lieutenant colonel in the
U. S. army. He is at present in
command of the 79th ordnance
battalion at
Camp Van Dorn,
Miss.
Prior to his being called to active
service in May, 1941, Colonel Gibson was the Carolina representative of the Holmes Darst Coal
corporation.

Former Student
Rides Burning
Train To Death
Carl Pennlngton, a Clemson student in the middle thirties, and
powder house foreman at Chicksaw Ordnance Works in Memphis,
Term., died a hero's death several
months ago when he gave his life
for others and preevented what
might have been a disastrous fire.
En route from a drier house to
a blending tower, Mn Pennington was driving a small locomotive which was pulling a fiat car
laden with steel "buggies" that
contained several thousand pounds
of smokeless powder.
Suddenly,
the material ignited accidentally
and ajmost instantly both car and
locomotive were enveloped in a
sheet of flame.
Nearby was the drier house,
containnig thousands c£ pounds of
smokeless powder with men working therein. The former Clemson
student could have jumped and
probably escaped serious injury,
plant officials said, but he chose
to stay with the flaming train
and drive it into an open field,
past the danger zone. Badly burned, he then tumbled from the
cab.
His first words when the senior
supervisor of the powder
area
reached him were, "Did I get it
away from the drier house? Was
anybody hurt?"
He seemed relieved when he was
told that his heroic effort had
succeeded and that the powder
house was unharmed.
No explanation was given by Army officials as to how the powder was
ignited other than "accidental".

Aleutians Hero Now Squadron
Commander Based In England
Credited
as being the first
American pilot to score an aerial
victory in the foggy Aleutians last
year with the snooting down of a
Jap Zero, Major John B. Murphy, general science, '39 of. Darlington, has gone into action in
the European battle skies.
Squadron
commander
in a

fighter group now based in England, Major Murphy flies an eightgunned Thunderbolt fighter on
bomber escort missions.
He was promoted to major in
June of last year, and has received the Ah- Medal with clusters, and
both Pacific-Asiatic and European
theater ribbon^

CLARK NAMED AS COLONEL
TO HEAD CLEMSON CADETS
Succeeds Arnold A
Post To Command
Corps Battalion

REESE H. YOUNG

Alumni Allow Seniors
To Get Class Ring
More than
200
Clemson
men who were called to active duty at the completion
of
their
junior
academic
year last June, and who were
returned to Clemson in November under ASTP-ROTC at
the
completion of a basic
training course at various replacement
training
centers,
were granted the privilege of
getting their Clemson
ring,
with the year of, their scheduled graduation, 1944,
engraved on it, by President R.
F. Poole, the Board of Trustees and the Alumni Board.
Requirements for obtaining
a senior class ring were that
the student complete seven
semesters. With war conditions as they are, and the
fact that the majority of the
students will be able to get
their riplomas in one more
semester,
Clemson's
leaders
saw fit to amend this ruling.
The rings are being ordered through L.
C. Martin
Drug Co., and should be in
the hands of the Clemson
men in two months.

Religious Week
Success; Melcher
From Guest Speaker

"Crucified or Crowned" was designated as the theme of the 1944
Clemson College Religious EmphaLt. J. P. Badia, of San Juan,
sis Week held here Monday through
Puerto Rica,
who left ClemThursday, February 14-17, under
son his junior year to join the
the sponsorship of the college, the
Air Corps, is missing in action
YMCA, and the five campus
according to a telegram from
churches.
his father.
The Rev. Louis Melcher, pasHe was a pilot on a bomber
tor of Trinity Church, Columbia,
in the Pacific area and has
was
the week's main speaker. Rev.
been missing since Jan. 28 He
Melcher spoke in the YMCA audiwas associate art editor of Taps
torium each evening at 6:45 o'clock.
his junior year, when he disHe chose as his topics: Monday:
appeared while on a flight be"From
Chaos to Where?"; Tuestween Queensland,
Australia,
day, "Faith versus
Fatalism";
and New Guinea.
Wednesday: "The Christ of YesterLt. Badia was in his junior
day"; and Thursday: "The Christ
year of architecture when he
of Today and Tomorrow."
left Clemson to join the Air
Current conditions' forced a curCorps.
tailment of Clemson's Religious
Emphasis activities. In past years
several ministers from various sections of the state were invited here
during this week to speak to various student organizations and to
meet with student groups for
general "bull sessions" on religious
topics.
The
committee in charge of this year's program
decided
to
turn
each
main
Lieutenant A. G. New, textile engineering '38, of Greenville and meeting into an open forum for
brother of Lieutenant John New, '42 the final hour of the evening's
Supply Officer of the Third Com- program.
The nightly meetings were set at
pany, S. C. U. 3413, A.S.T.P.-R.O. 6:45
o'clock in order that all ArmyT.C. here at Clemson has
been sponsored students at Clemson
awarded the Legion of Merit medal might have an opportunity to atsomewhere in the South pacific for tend all sessions of the program.
his service as bomb disposal officer at Rendova and Munda, where
he was stationed with a wing of Methodist Conference
Marine fighter pilots
He made the initial landing at Held At Rock Hill
both places to make inspections
of all enemy positions that were to Clemson Men Attend
be used later by the Marine flyers.
Fifteen
persons
represented
Lieutenant New cleared both places
of Jab bobby traps and at Rendova, Clemson at the South Carolina
Student
Coherence,
after a night raid by the Japanese: Methodist
he disposed
of the
unexploded which was held in Rock Hill February
18-20.
bomb. The bomb had buried itself
Those
attending
were
Roy
near a crowded hospital
France, George Fant, R. W. Owen,
Don Leonard, Paul J. Reece, CarLenoir Is Killed In
lisle Fridy, Paul Garvin, John P.
Calhoun, J. O. Murray, J. W. Smith,
Crash In S. Dakota
L. P. Thomas, C. F. Garren, Louis
Freeman, Jack Sperry, and the Rev.
E. W. Hardin.
Second Lieutenant David G.
Among the one hundred and
Lenoir, mechanical engineerfifty delegates were representaing '44 of Sumter, was killed
tives from twelve colleges.
Beon January 31 in the crash of
sides Dr. Hornell Hart, of Duke
a medium, bomber near Conata,
University, who was the principal
S. D., Pierre Army Air Base
speaker, others participating on the
officials announced.
Two other airmen were killprogram were Mr. Hardin, Dr. C.
ed in the mishap. The bombF. Nesbitt, of Wofford College, Rev.
er crashed while on a comW. W. Fridy, of Lyman, E?v. J. C.
bat training flight from its
Evans, of McCormick, Rev. A. R.
home base at Casper, Wyo.. to
Broome, of Glendale, and Rev.
Pierre. S. ft.
Hajold Brerner, of Nasjjvjlle, Tenn,

Legion Of Merit
Is Awarded New

MAJOR JOHN B. MURPHY
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: With the exception of approximately twenty-five men,
Third
Company, SOU 3413, here at
Clemson, composed of trainees
who would have made up this
year's senior class, have been sent
to Infantry
Officer
Candidate
School, Fort Beniiing,
Georgia,
the Signal Corps OCS at Fort
Monmouth, N. J., and to the Air
Force at Nashville, Tenn.
The latest quota to Fort Benning left last week, two quota
having been sent around the first
of February. The contingent to
Fort Monmouth left last week
as well as one to the Air Forces
at Nashville.
At the completion of their academic year last June, the entire
rising senior class was called to
active duty as privates and sent
to various replacement training
centers. After completing a basic
training course, they were
returned to Clemson under ASTPROTC to study engineering courses until a vacancy occurred in
OCS.
While stationed here, they were
tinder command of Captain C.
McMillan, agricultural chemistry
'30, formerly an assistant coach
for the Tiger football team.
—Tarn To Page 3 Col. 7—

Former Student
Puerto Rica Missing

Dr. Daniel Talks
To Baptist Group
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G. WAYNE CLARY

NORWOOD E. HUNT

Paul Manning To Deliver Lecture
In College Auditorium Tonight
Paul Manning, CBS London cor-;
respondent, co-author of "Mr. England," and authority on the American Air Force in Europe, will lecture in the college auditorium this
evening at 7;30.
Manning*5s one of eight reporters, dubbed "The Writing 69th,"
who were chosen for the assignment of flying with the Aemircan
on their raids on Germany, and
were given intensive training to
fit them for this work. He had been
on bombing missions to Vegesack
and Cdynia and says, "Nobody on
the ground can understand how
these boys feel and think. You
have to fly with them to know
that."
More than a mere commentator,
Manning has come by his knowledge, his records and his graphic
accounts first hand ... By sharing the perilous and dramatic missions of the American Eighth Air
Force.
He will bring with him-to Clemson two 16 mm films which he
will use as an aid in his talk on
PAUL MANNING
son said.
A graduate of Occidental College,
Los Angeles, he started as a reporter on a Los Angeles newspaper. He joined the staff of Life and
Time in 1937 and became a copywriter for J. Walter Thompson Advertising Agenqy in 1938. Then
came his job as magazine editor
for NBA and in May 1940, Manning was sent abroad as chief London correspondent for NEA and
its 700 newspapers. In 1941, he
traveled for 4 1-2 months through
Africa, India and Burma for NEA
and then returned to London. He
Lt. Col. A. J. Dyess.. architecjoined the staff of CBS in Noture '32 of Augusta, Ga.,
former
vember, 1942.
Clemson football star and onT- of
the Marine Corps' most popular ofHouse Pays Tribute
ficers, died standing up at the head
To Major Woodward of his battalion during- the final
The house of representatives of extermination of the Japanese garSouth Carolina recently adopted rison on Namur island on Kwajala resolution in memory of the late
Maj. J. Henry Woodward, general ein atoll, a United Press dispatch
science '35 of Columbia and Clem- revealed last week.
son, a former house member from
Known to his men as "Big Red"
Richland county. It was intro- because he was big and red-haired
duced by Representatives Cobb and
George H. Davis of Richland coun- and because Ijis men liked him, the
ty.
former Clemson football player led
Major Woodward, who was a a reserve battalion ashore on Nahouse member for 1941-1942 signed mur. With Dyess leading the way,
to enter the armed services, the he and his group of men advanced
resolution set out, rose to the rank up a slight rise to take over a posiof major and while in the service tion.
was accidentally killed as a result
machine gun opened
of a pheasant flying into the jeep upA asJapanese
his helmet showed above the
in which he was riding.
"Major Wfsodward gave great rise. A bullet hit him in the head
promise of a fine career at the and he was killed instantly.
Col. Franklin A. Hart of LaJoila,
bar, and though his servioe in
the house of reoresentatives was Calif., his regimental commander,
short it was of sufficient duration paid Dyess the highest compliment
to make it known to the world that in his power:
"He was a true Marine. He died
he would have become a statesman in whom his state would have showing his men how to do it."
taken great pride," the resolution
set forth. His \ death brought great
loss to his country, it was declared,
and sympathy was extended,
to
his family and loved ones.

G. Wayne Clark, Industrial P
sics '44, of Asheville, N. C, succe
ed J. R. Arnold of Winder, Ga.,
commander of the 474 Clemson i
dets on January 31, the beginn
of this semester. The appointme
which? were made are tempoi
and will be changed or affirmed
the Commandant in the near
ture.
The organization of the Batta
appears below.
BATTALION STAFF
Lieutenant Colonel G. W. Cl:
Commander; Captain R. H. YoiExecutive; First Lieutenant N,
Hunt, Adjutant; Second Lieute.'
ant T. B. Sanders, Supply Offi.
Master Sergeant J. W.
Crisa
Sergeant Major; Color Sergea^
M. Hand; Color Sergeant R. T
Smith; Technical Sergeant A.
Odom, Mess Sergeant.
COMPANY A
Captain R. S. James, Comp
Commander; First Lieutenant
G. Wirfmln. lErfccutive; Se«
Lieutenant W. G. Smith, A. &
Officer; Second Lieutenant H.
Anders, Platoon Leader;
Sec :
Lieutenant B. J. Todd,
Plat .
Leader; Second Lieutenant B.
Todd, Platoon Leader; First 5
geant R. E. Davenport, First E
geant; Supply Sergeant A. S. Tn
pore, Supply Sergeant.
COMPANY B
Captain W. C. McEIreath, Ot
pany Commander; First Lieuten
H. C. Grimball, Execptive; Sec.
Lieutenant S. R. Carlon, A. & ■
Officer; Second Lieutenant C. Beach, Platoon Leader;
S
lieutenant M. H. Peterson, Pli
Leader; First Sergeant J. T. O'
try, First Sergeant; Supply
geant M. R. Tilson, Supply
geant.
COMPANY C
Captain J. F. Sutton, Camt.
Commander; First Lieutenant R
Bowick, Executive; Second Li Si
tenant J. S; Baker, A & R Off:
Second Lieutenant
J. L. Bos
Platoon Leader; Second Lieut;
JH—B^J^QsenstQck-JS"iy ,": '<--First Sergeant ii. 57 Bobo,
P
Sergeant; Supply Sergeant W.
Marlow, Supply Sergeant.
COMPANY D
Captain W. S. Gregory, Comp
Commander; Second Lieutenant
H. Miller, A & R Officer; Sec
Lieutenant H. D. C. Salley, Plat
Leader; Second Lieutenant W •
Leaphart, Platoon Leader;
I
Sergeant H. L. Pratt, First
geant; Supply Sergeant W. B. 3ans, Supply Sergeant.
COMPANY E
Captain J. A. Ivester, Com;
Commander; First Lieutenant |
Bostick,. Executive; Second L
enant T. D. Leonard, A. & R. '
cer; Second Lieutenant T. C.
kinson, platoon Leader;
Se
Lieutenant R. F. Ridgeway, Pla
Leader; First Sergeant T. S.
First Sergeant; Supply Sers
A. M. Spiro, Supply Sergeant.
BAND CAMPANY
Captain J. H. Carpenter, (
pany Commander; First Lieute
B. T, Viser, Executive; First
geant R. B. Hamilton, First
geant.

'Big Red' Dyress
Dies Leading Men Last Panel Or
gainst Japanese Post-War Hell

Salzedo Concert
Rankin Is Bombardier
For Jimmy Stewart In Well Received
Raid Over Frankfurt
Lieutenant John J. Rankin,
Dairying '41 of Tamassee,
a
bombardier, took part in the
devasting raid about two weeks
ago on Frankfurt,
Germany
and was a member of the crew
aboard the
Liberator, "Nine
Yanks and a Jerk." which was
piloted by Major Jimmy Stewart, the peace-time movie star.
Major Stewart, commander
pilot of the Liberator squadron
said after
the bombing
of
Frankfurt:
"We ran into quite a heavy
flak and saw a lot of German
fighters, but they didn't hit our
group. Our fighters were wonderful. Hundreds of them covered us and it was a beautiful
sight to see
a squadron of
38's ahead of the bombers- as
we made the bomb run,"

The fourth and last in a of panel discussions on peace
was held in Long Hall Tu
night on the subject, "The i
in the Post War World."
Dr. G. H. Aull served as <:
man in an informal discussio:
was assisted by R. A. McGin
W. Morgan, M. J. Peterson,
Edwards, M. C. Rochester ar
Rev. Boyce Brooks.
The other discussions we.
the following subjects and i:
order: Political Bases for
Economic Bases for Peace,
Moral Bases for Peace.
Attendance was good th:..
out the series of discussions.
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TOALLCONCERI
This is the seventh issu
the Wartime Edition of
TIGER. We started out to
lish it bi-weekly. The war
taken all the freshmen
sophomores who had Just
gun to learn their jobs. Se
times the printers have
unabel to print on the dat<
Once,they did most of the
on Sunday in order not t<
appoint us. Add breaks c:
by Christmas and Fair
holidays and you will u
stand why only seven
. • -M*
have been published.
We are glad that you are inquiring. The response from all
over the world has been uch
that we shall continue o come
out as often as possible. We ;<re
doing the job under
the
most disheartening diffic
Thanks for bearing with i

The New Salzedo Concert Ensemble played to an enthusastic
audience Tuesday evening in the
college auditorium and presented
one of the most unique programs
ever offered in the college concert
series.
Consisting of Carlos Salzedo and
his wife, Marjorie Call Salzedo, at
the haros, Ruth Freeman, flutist,
and Ann Drittell cellist, they proved to possess the ideal type of program to please the layman and stimulate the musician.
The program began with "Suite
"Only sophomores and
in D5" by Handel for the flute,
cello and two harps. "La Joyeuse" stubborn juniors would dc
Prof
by Rameau, "Claire de lune" by
"It may rain; It may si
Debussy, and "Spinning Wheel" by
Doc.
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy were
"Correction! No cuts i .
offered by two harps.
"Hungarian
Rhapsody"
by ology."
Prof. Burtner
Liszt-Popper was one of the most
well liked pieces of the evening.
"We don't have enough c
"Sonatina" by Maurice Ravel do that."
C<
closed the program.
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The Tiger
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duration by the students of Clemson College.

TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
Souths Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on cir(ion, comment, ap.d general attitude of those who read the TIGER.

*'

Missing in action: 1st. Lt. Graham G. Guyton, '40, of Sumter, in
the European area.
Lt. Guyton*
worked in Rock Hill after his
graduation. At Clemson his nickname was "Sleepy"; he majored in
textile
chemistry;
was
Second
Lieutenant; and was very popular
with the boys and teachers. The
announcement was by the Associated Press Service in recent newspapers.

Again last week we were unable,
to get the Tiger printed. Labor
shortages and sickness have made
$1.00
....
cription Rate .
it difficult to get the Tiger sandwiched in between an afternoon
THE STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE
and a morning' paper that has an
Edward L. B. Osborne, USA
Editor
already heavily loaded staff of
S. Fox
j;
Associate Editor employees. By getting our copy in
W. Splro
~
Associate Editor ahead of time, they were able to
5RT MEtBURG
.,
Associate Editor print foi us this week. We are
grateful to them for sticking with
McGrow
-Acting Sports Editor us.

tered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S C.

* * *

MARRIED: Frank Houser Inability Jr. '41, of Unit-stone, to Miss
Mary Frances Stewart, ctaugnter ot
Mrs. Henry Todd Stewart and the
late Mr. Sicwarl ol Woodforcl. The
couple will make their home' in
Limestone, where Mr. InaOinet has
been engaged in farming since his
graduation.
s * $

* * *

Hyman
C. Fant
3. SMITH
on Goodale
« T. WIGINGTON, JR

_

Business Manager
Asst. Bus. Manager
Circulation Manager
Circulation Manager
Staff Photographer

-rculation Staff: J. R. Cannon, J. Slotchiver, and J. G. Hardee

Better Entertainment'—
Clemson's main purpose these days is to fulfill the
y's needs of specially trained personnel. Clemson was
of the first colleges selected under the Army SpecialTraining Program and is one of the few institutions at
!h the Army still majntians two units (Air Corps and
3. T. P.) The administration has made every effort
ieet the needs of the Army with respect to accommodaS, glasses, and athletic facilities. There is every reason
elieve that Clemson will continue to train Army perlei as long as the college program continues to operate,
spite of all of these wholehearted efforts, when a
nee embarks at the Southern Railway Depot at Clemhe is at once overcome by a feeling that he has reached
end of the world. There is a feeling that the Army
buried him .with his books out in the country. This
impression generally undergoes a marked change
n the men first see the Clemson campus. The rolling
ns and th picturesque landscape make Clemson's camone of the most beautiful in the country.
Since the trainees who are sent here generally stay
n five months to one year or more, they at once look
a place to go during their time off. After a few trips
Greenville or Anderson, where servicemen's facilities
a little diversion are practically non-existent, the men
I to become very restless here. These men come to
nson from large Army camps all over the country.
it of them miss the U. S. 0. shows and the occasional
it of seeing radio broadcasts direct from their camps.
■y do not get anything like this at Clemson, and conaently many of them leave Clemson with the same
•ression that they got when they first arrived at the
ot.
We can see no possible reason why successful efforts
e not heretofore been made to bring U. S. O. shows
radio broadcasts to Clemson.
Clemson may be out in
country, so to speak, but IT IS ON THE MAIN LINE
THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY. Every train that travels
lirect route between New York, Washington, Atlanta,
mingham, and New Orleans goes through Clemson.

Since the last issue was published, we have lost eight men from
the staff. Henry M. Simmons, ASTP
-ROTC student, was around the
office on important nights
and
could be counted on for some experienced assistance. He is now in
OCS.

» * *

MARRIED: Lt. Robert Allen Liner
'43, of Greenwood, to Miss Helen
Julia Switzer, of Switzer, on Dec.
11, in Louisville,
Ky., Lt. Liner
was commissioned at OCS and is
now stationed at Fort Khox.

Andrew P. Calhoun, freshmen
from Savannah, Ga., was fast becoming one of the most valuable
freshmen ever to work on the staff.
He served as editor of two issues
and wiote inanv important frontpage stories for each of the six
previous issues published. He has
reported to Ft. McPherson, Ga.
Ben F. Boddie did a faithful and
worthy job as sports editor. His absence is felt keenly, although MacGrew is taking hold and bidding
for Ben's place on the staff. Trailing the Tigers, incidentally
was
written by Andrew Calhoun in this
issue. Faithful to the last. Calhoun,
took the material home with him
and mailed it back.

* * *

Louis Freeman, spohomore writer of the column PEOPLE AT
HOME, has been accepted in the
Navy's V-7 program and has been
assigned temporarily to NeWbeil'V College. He is on vacation from
duties on the Tiger. While with u*
he acted as editor of the fourth
issue of the Tiger and helped m
many other ways.
L. D. Reynolds, associate sports
editor, has gone the way of all
young flesh, and is no doubt doing
squads right instead of writing
sports stories. He was faithful and
capable.
He and Boddie did the
sports page for five issues, assisted, no doubt, by McGrew who to
date is with us.

*

Major William L. Leverette, mechanical engineering '34 of Columbia, was recently awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for
shooting down seven Stukas over Sicily October 7.
Holder of the Mediterranean theater of operations record for
fighter pilots, Major Leverette has also shot down a Messerschmidt.
He holds the Air Medal %vith several clusters.
Named last issue in this column was Lt. Edward L. Young '41 of
Timmonsville. Through an error, we failed to state that he
was decorated with the Distinguished Flying Cross.

n

4&. tkey AW/. .."

Capt. Alex Crouch, '38 (Called
the "Ghost" after the narrow escape narrated below). He is the
son of the Rev. and Mrs. S. J. L.
Crouch: "
To night I am a very
thankful young man
I frequently go on strafing missions
over
troops in the field
simulate dive
* * *
bombing
fire
blank
ammunition
O. Z. White and George Hodges
on one of these missions
pilot
sold ads and were dependable. They
got too low
I was busv with
deserve hearty thanks for averag- flour sacks
watching troops out
ing $75 an issue during the time of the rear of the plane
we hit
they were here. We shall
miss free tops
plowed through for 150
them. T. T. Jenkens was business feet and crashed in an open field
manager.
One wing torn off and left be* * «
hind in the woods
I was a bit
All of these names have been dazed ...... Fortunately the plane
dropped from the staff list on thi didn't catch fire as there was gaseditorial page of this issue. There is oline all over the place
Only inroom for new blood if any cadet jury a cut en the head
three
wants the training and experience. stitches
The pilot Was not so
To make up for loss of so many fortunate
Plane's motor . came
men. Joe Sherman turned in sev- back and struck his head
He was
eral stories about activities of pro* killed outright
Here
is
about
fessors for this issue. He will in- what happened
I had signaled
crease his efforts if necessary, and the pilot to bomb a mess shack
through May. at least, we shall and he was making a long, sweepriv -if—the right -centacts- wwe- made through _Army keerj our word and go to press as ing turn to come in on it
Evias possible. Only a notice dently he didn't think the turn
nnels some shows traveling along this route could be often
from our printers will stop us be- was sharp enough, because he cut
Light to Clemson.
fore we have completed the normal his motor in order to make a steepIn addition to this,, the college is fortunate enough to school year, publishing as often as er bank Motor didn't pick up fast
enough to come out of the bank
possible.
* * *
§ broadcasting facilities for a nationwide hookup over
When switched on again
Plane
.IMj right on the campus. Clemson may be setting a pre- The Christmas issue went, we hit the ground at slow speed behave definite word, to Scotland, cause of the contact with trees
ent by requesting U. S. O. shows at a college training Ireland. India, Italy ("Mountriffic," The rear cockpit is the only part of
ichment, but then what school other than one with said Star Williamson. Guess for the plane not completely wrecked
How I got out alive I do not
where he is), the Pachic
of the aforementioned facilities would be expected to yourself
area (Either Tarawa or Guadal- know. the plane looks like a piece
<.e such a request. There is no doubt that a broadcast canal from sound' of letter), Ice- of tissue rolled up in your hands
England, Africa, China, and truly the Lord was with me that
a a post such as Clemson would prove to be both land,
"
no doubt many places the writer time
* # *
el and interesting to any radio audience.
happens not to know. This writer
Lt. R. C. Commander, '36, chemknows
about
places
named
above.
Not only would the effect of such a move prove to be The Tigers were sent first class istry, Somewhere in New Guinea:
srrific morale booster to the trainees and men stationed mail as Christmas cards. The one " New Guinea is -the second largisland in the world
325.000
e, but it would also be a boon to the spirits of thou- to the Pacific area was sent air est
square miles
over
1,000
miles
mail.
• ds of Clemson's sons fighting on every battlefront in
long
nine times the size of S. C.
* * *
distinctly
tropical
water
swift
Anybody who wants to be sure can
world.
high rugged mts
seal a Tiger in an envelope and in streams
A. M. S.
travel diffiput six cents postage on it. If m undergrowth dense
a hurrv, add air mail. It will go. cult if not impossible v..' cocoanut
plantations
near
the
beaches
You can and should add a letter
fruiton thin paper. It makes a wonder- trees bear in seven years
ful for ninety years .rubber trees
ful piece of mail, according to some
and some gold
few of the rivers
it.
Congratulations are in order to the new cadet colonel who have received
navigable
native ponulation esti*
*
b
mated
from
one
to
three million
and his staff, and to the new senior class president and
For 24c a man could send a
full copy of the Tiger and a
s& ior class officers.
or. very thin paper beClemson has come a long way in its fifty years of note
sides—air mail. Not only will it
stence. The main reason for its continuous rise is the go anywhere on earth, but it
go swiftly. If people reult of good, Clemson loving leaders.. We feel that you will
alised that though 24c is a
no exception.
_
lot of postage, it is very little
the pleasure it would bring,
Despite the small cadet corps, despite the fact that for
more peeople would seal their
• war has put a damper on practically all service organ- Tigers m envelopes, put either
■ tions, there is still a large number of helpful things 6c for first class, or 24c for air
mail and send them to their
it you, as Clemson's new leaders, can do.
relatives and friends. The imWe feel that one of your most important goals should portant thing is that a note or
can go along in the same
e to imprint into the minds of the underclassmen the letter
mail.

Congratulations—

large sections of the interior where
no white man has ever been ..
missions and churches on the coastal flats
one missionary to a mission usually......native groups thirty
miles apart some times can't understand one another
man is king
in the tribe and he trades, pigs
for his wife
the women are not
the lively dusky beauties that those
who have Dorothy Lamour's pictures have been led to believe
Any guy looking for glamor and
romance would do well to avoid
this area.
Villages have from ten
to twenty huts
Japanese
loot
their gardens
When Japs appear
natives go "bush" and escape until
Japs leave
Natives Will do much
for a cigarette
Native who earns
and has $45 dollars is considered
wel'-to-do
No place where the
ordinary things of life
can
be
bought

n Appeal To Captain Harcombe—
During past years the mess hall has been more than
st a food dispensary to Clemson men. It was, and still
;s the one place where the entire Cadet Corps assembles
tj ree times daily under one roof. The mess hall always has
r d an atmosphere conducive to the true CLEMSON
TRIT.
'
In these days in which the CLEMSON SPIRIT is
iding to ebb, we feel that it is now, more than ever
cessary to bring back that old mess hall atmosphere. To
I is end, we deeply appreciate the successful efforts that
ve been made by efficient Lieutenant K. S. Breazeale
seat the entire Cadet Corps in one mass hall. For the
st six months half of the Cadet Corps has been eating
th the A. S. T. P. while the remainder of the cadets have
b en eating in the small mess hall with the quarantined
:my Air Corps, embryo fledgelings.
Clemson men can and will make all wartime sacrifices
the true spirit called for, but we can see no reason why
e R. 0. T. C. tables should continue to go bare while the
-bles of the "Wild Blue Yonder Boys" of the 37th C. T. D.
■ e adorned with fresh tablecloths. Surely all of the table•Voths which were used for twenty three hundred Clemson
. en last year have not been doomed to the linen closet for
■e duration.
We trust that you are doing all that is possible to reace the rUSt-tinfed SnnnTlS U/VllVh WBm +r> Viairo nortimila^

* * *

Lt. Bob Moise, Mec. Eng. '43, of
Sumter, was . on the campus Monday. He is stationed at Macon,
Ga., in :he Air Corps. He was
sports editor of the Tiger last year.

By ED OSBORNE

* » *

Lt. Jack Lever was on the campus recently. He had just been
commissioned at OCS Fort Belvoir, Va. he is a brother of Lt. J. J.
Lever, former editor of the Tiger
and now in India.

* * *

Dr. J. E. Ward, Prof, of economics in tho School of General Science, has a band new baby boy
The young
son was bom at the
General Hospital in Greenville a
few days ago.

* * *

Douglas S. Crouch, C. E. '41, is
scheduled to report to Fort Jackson on February 29. He received
his diploma on Feb. 1, calling at
the registrar's office and' getting
the sheepskin without any of the
prewar "emoluments, privileges and
rights appertaining thereto."
Visiting on the campus while on
leave recently was Lt. Robert L.
Stoddard, TJSNR, agriculture '41
of Owings. Lt. Stoddard has been
on duty in the South Pacific for
some time.

* * *

Also visiting the campus recently
was Lt. William J. Goudelock, textile engineering, '44 of Cateechee.
He recently was commissioned and
given his silver wings as pilot of
a B-24 at the Douglas AAF, Douglas, Ariz.
He returned last week
to Kirtland Field, Albuqerque, N.
Mex., where he will be stationed.
Being kept under observation at
the Veterans HosDital. Columbia is

* := *

ANNOUNCED:' Marriage of Lt.
Olin B. Cannon, '42, of Newberry to
Miss Sarah Marie Mays, of Louisville, Ga., the wedding to
take
place in Fredericksburg, Va., on
Feb. 5. Miss May^ was graduated
from the Louisville Academy, and
studied at Due West and Florida
State College. Lt. Cannon is stationed at Fort Meade, Md.

* * *

Wedding to take place at an early date: Lt. W. C.Godley, '43, of
Miley, and Miss Alice Hogarth, of
BrunsOn. Lt. Godley is stationed
at Camp Swift, Texas.

Four . . . five months have passed since Clemson's
"to have been" senior class returned home to the campus
they love. We returned not because we wanted to, not
because we were looking for an easy way through our
army1 career, but because Uncle Sam ordered us to.
We were called to active duty »
:,
last June, sent to various replace- , not willing that we drop oack inment training centers as privates. to the old way of cadet life.
Some of us went as far from home
It was not all the professors
as California, other more fortunate fault. We were not willing to have
ones
were stationed right
here to come back to the school we
in South Carolina. We took a chose for higher learning in peace
great variety of intensified train- time. We wanted to be sent elseing.... coast artillery ...infantry... where and be kept busy learningtanks....signal corps.
We enjoyed how to fight.
it
There were some gripes
but
But we did have to come back.
we learned the fundamentals
of We did have to take engineering.
Men
who had never been inside
warfare.
We were returned to Clemson the engineering building were reafter three years of ROTC train- quired to forget iheir desire
for
ing, after five months in the army, animal
husbandry,
agriculture,
as privates first class.
We were english; we had to "adapt" ourhere to await call to Officer Can- selves to things for which we were
didate School; we were here to entirely misfitted.
study engineering.
It didn't work. There was forYes, we came back to the school ever a friction between the profeswe had loved, to the campus we sor and the men who call Clemlearned to know and to appreciate. son his alma mater. The result
We came back to "Monk," "Mis- was that the pupil didn't study for
ery,' "Musical Ed," "Jug Head," and the teacher, nor did the teacher
seem the least bit interested.
to Captain Harcombe's bull.
We weren't here two days before
Yes, we were sent nome. We were
we were dissatisfied. As each new sent to Clemson. But it was all
group came in, whether it be from wrong.
the infantry or tanks, we were met
Our return benefitted some. A
with the same "You'll hate it." few learned a lot. A few worked
Thus, on a whole, we "hated" it.
well toward their diploma. It wasUnder the command of Captain n't all bad.
Covington McMillan, former asBut we are leav.ng once more.

* * *

Married Jan. 1: Lt. J. H. Evans
'41, of Six Mile, and Miss Mary
Elizabeth Rickenbacker.
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Rickenbacker of Cameron. Since her
graduation from Winthrop she has
held a position with Liberty Life
Insurance Co. of Greenville.
Lt.
Evans has served two years in the
armed forces, having already completed 50 missions over enemy territory as bombardier.

* * *

Lt. George McMillan, '40, formerly of the Tiger Staff, is in England resting from strenuous service at the fronts, according to a
letter which leaves something for
the reader to read between
the
lines. According to his letter, he
has sixteen months service to his
credit and the right to come home.
However, he is resting in Scotland
for a few days before resuming his
post with the forces he obviously
expects tc be in the front line of
the invasion to come. He swears
by Gen. Patton, whom he says soldiers will follow to the "jaws of
hell".
He likewise declares that
there is great confidence in all our
leaders.

ler.

—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) wonders wh:
"Mouse" Bounellis is always hang
ing
around with
football boyr
Could it be that the "Mouse" migh
need a
little physical assistanc
sometimes and so therefore
al
way goes prepared? '
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) just learne
that Freeman once had a Crash o:
a certain little Carter girl tha
goes to Limestone.
There coul
have • been more to that than me
the eye.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) thinks
th;
Bill Smith is in one sense Anemic
You can prick his skin and out pom
pure alcohol.
-*-oscar says—
—that he
(Oscar) sho woul
like to go in business with At
kinson. His prices really are CEII
ING prices. Somebody should r«
port him to the O. P. A.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) thinks thi
"Dusty" Edwards
and "7 foo
Brown make a good pair.
-^oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) notices th:
Lee Cannon has been doing a k
of yanking. lately! From what
hear, some
of
those
Andersc
chicks have been trying to yar
the same thing on Lee???
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) hears that
newcomer to our dear Clemson h
already turned out to be a Casar
ova. Betty Lybrand tells rne th.
Jackie Calhoun is certainly "on tl
Ball."
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) thought th'
Graves sho did look funny cor
ing to fire drill with shaving lath- :
all over his face.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) shure wou
like to have been at the dandown at Tech the other week-en
with Jolly. Byars, and Blackma
From the bags under their eye
they must have had one rip, roa:
ing good time.
—oscar says—
'
—that he (Oscar) would like '
speak for the whole Cadet Corp ..
saying "Thanks" to "Breezy" al
Colonel Cunningham. We appr
ciate everything you're trying i
do for the R. O. T. C. boys a lot.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) wishes th
those
"ditch-diggers"
that
ci
themselves Engineers and tho
yamm dankes that call themselv..
the Air Corp would stop criticisi:
our school. "Any fool can critici:-.
most fools do."

By W. C. McELREATH

What Do You Think Of The Concert Seasc
At Clemson
Thomas E. Hill, 1, Hartsville. S
C. I have been
enjoying
the
ones we have had so far,
and
wish we could have them more
often.
Ralph Bell, Jr., 1, Hartsville.
SOI like them very much
and I think they offer the sort,
of entertainment that we should
have.
Thomas H. Peake, 1, Union, S.
C. I enjoy them very much and
think we should have more programs like them.
Philip Klinck, north Augusta,
S. C. They're really on the ball.
Give us more!
Charlie Frierson, 1, Gainesville,
Ga. Those concerts give entertainment that one really goes for.
They re swell—keep them coming.
E. O. Harris, 1. Spartanburg, S.
C Only a certain group appreciates
classical
music.
They
should bring a wider variety
of
entertainment.
J. Stochwer, 2, Walterboro, S. C.
I think that it is a good thing
for the boys to be familiar with
classical as well as "jive."
M. Lipton, 2, Charleston. S. C.
Gimmie some good ragged boo£16
A. P. Jeter, 1, Rock Hill, S. C.
I enjoy classics more than any
other kind of music, and I think
we should have more of it
Carl Park, 2, Chapin, S. C.
I
think it is a good thing, but a
boy must learn to appreciate and
understand that type of music
before he can enjoy it
F G. Brannon, 2. Slater, fc>. t^In order to appreciate the concerts, a boy must know
more
about the artists who appear
Angus Lee, Jr., 2, Elberton, Ga.
The concert series at Clemson
for the past two years have been
excellent and I think we should
hove more of them. They are a
good form of entertainment and
are educational.
„,.,.„ Q
j H. Aichele, 1, Charleston, S.
C 'if they were all like Adler
and Draper, more
boys
would

Bn L! 'Crawford, 2, Chester, S.
C I th'uk we should haye more
entertainment like the Russians.
Announced: Wedding of Steven
Paxcn Darlington III, of U. S. Ar- I really enjoyed them.
■W L. McDowell, 1, Chester, S.
my and Arlington, Va., and Mount
Pleasant, and Miss Mary duTary C. I would enjoy a good mili...
„
Pinokrey, of
Charleston,
Miss tary toand.
J. M. Shelton, 1, Greenville, S.
Pinckney attended Winthrop ColC
I
think
they
should
mix
a
lege and the College of Charleston.
Darlington is at Officer Candidate little more "jive" in with the classical.
£j
School, Fort Bennig. Ga.
j J. Blackmon, 2, Sumter,
b.
* * *
C. So far I think its fine.
l
Major Henry A. Hunt, of Wal- enjoyed the Adler-Draper show
I halla, is the commanding officer
! of the 12th. Mai itenance
Squad- VeW.mH?hThomas, 2, Greenville,
ron. Walker
Army Air
Field, S. C. I think that light classics
Victoria. Kansas, and while this
and popuiar songs should go With
is his first actual command,
he
heavy classics.
has had a wide experience both the
R H. Yeargin, 2, Gray Court,
out of the country and in the
S. C. I emjoyed
the
Russians
States, in sauadron work.
mainly because they were differThe son of W. J. Hunt of Walhalla. Major Hunt is a graduate 6nt
J D. BROOME, 1, Abbeville, S.
of Clemson College with a B. S.
C. The beginnings of the prein chemistry, and originally held
vious concerts were sort ot dull
a commission as a second lieu- and uninteresting, but towards
tenant in the Infantry.
the end they were really good I
He went into
active duty
on
think that if we should have
August 21, 1941, and soent
his
more of them and get the boys
first six months with the
68th ,
.-. ..-t!i if !- over it wnniii
JK

'
'
:

*

A newspaper story just released
reveals the marriage of Lt. Lewis A.
Crawford and Miss Frances Ruth
Edwards of Clinton.. Lt. Crawford
was awaiting reassignment at Army
Air Forcea redistrioution station;
Miami Beach, Fla.
Lt. Crawford
has served in the European and
North African theaters for
16
months.
As pilot of transport
planes he flew 87 missions and was
awarded the Air Medal and Oak
Leaf Cluster.
He attended Clmson three years before entering the
Army. He is from Goldville. Miss
Edwards has for the past year
been a councilor of worship in the
senior department of St. John's
Methodist Church, Rock Hill. She
was selected as a member of the
* * #
Lt. C. P. Wilson, Jr.,*'42, Some- Methodist Caravan to North Alabama
conference in the summer of
where in Iceland:
"
Got the Tigers on New Year's 1942. She attended Winthrop Colday
enjovf.-d reading them much lege.
* * *
more than
I ever did while in
school
Capt. James R. Lester, '42,
Lt. Lewis A. Crawford, of Union,
receives the "Y" letters and we has flown 85 combat missions, tohave traded and enjoyed
both talling more than 80 hours in the
papers... Inhabitants
of Iceland air. without a single scratch. He
are of Scandinavian descent with has spent 16 months overseas para strong trait.of Irish intermingled ticipating in the Tunisian, the Siand vet retain many of their old cilian, and the Italian campaigns.
country ideas and fashions
A For his outstanding work he has
land of contrasts
may see the been awaided the Air Medal and
national dress on the old people two Oak Leaf Clusters.
and the modern dress on the young
Their language is Icelandic, but
ANNOUNCED: Wedding of Lt.
almost everyone can speak broken
English
There is little vegeta- Herbert Stuart Cotton, '43, and Miss
Edna
Allen Saylors of Columbia.
tion......grass and moss-like growth
here and there
No trees except The bride graduated from Anderthose
transplanted
stunted
in son College with a degree in Comgrowth...:., further contrasts are merce. She is the daughter of Mr.
Saylors.
glaciers and hot geysers
also and Mrs. John Preston
hot streams. ...Hot water from the Lt. Cotton Is the son of Mr. and
streams piped into settlements for Mrs. John L. Cotton, of Eastover.
heat as there is no substance her He is stationed at Fort Benning,
for fuel
a most beautiful sight Ga.
* * *
the Aurora Borealis
fair likeness may be seen in Dec. '43 issue
Announced: Engagement of Winof Esquire on page 133
Consider ford Leaphart and Miss S^ara Elizathose bands to be constantly mov- beth Steele, of Lexington, the date
ing and changing from swirls to to, be announced. Miss Steele will
lines and then to bands again and receive her B. S. degree from Winyou have it as we often see it
throp College during the summer,
Thanks again for the Tigers
and Mr. Leaphart Will get his degree at Clemson College this summer.

Talk Of The
Town

le Clemson spirit, the spirit that was ours less than a
■ ir ago, the spirit that will again be ours, soon.
We wish you the best of luck, and we feel as though
iU will uphold the Clemson tradition, "A GREAT CLEMS)N, GROWING GREATER".

1:

ANNOUNCED: Engagement
of
Corp. William Davis Burley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce B. Burley of
Clemson, and Mary Elizatieth Hatton of Clinton. Trig bride-eiect is
a graduate of Clinton High School.
At present she is employed as bookkeeper at Cooper Motor Co. of Clinton. Corp. Bur,ey received his education at Clemson and Presbyterian colleges, graduating from tne
latter in 1943.

—R. O. T. C. boys, lend me your
eyes. You now have a new (Oscar). (Oscar) may have found out
a lot of dirt about boys in the past
but you ain't seen nothing yet.
Wait until the next (Oscar) comes
out.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) wishes Peterson, Beach, and Rosenstock would
get that "foggy" look off their "socalled" faces.
They remind me
(Oscar) of the morning after everytime I look at them.
—oscar says—
—that Beach may not be a military man but. he sho'ls a nice guy
when you get to know him.
—oscar says—
^that what has happened to our
beloved Fuehrer?
(Note the sarcasm). Too bad Gregory you didn't
get Arnold's place. You sho' tried
hard enough. Oh. Well, into each
life some "Wayne" must fall. Eh!
Clark!
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) believes that
Clark is a democratic guy and that
he (Clark) is going to make a d....
good Battalion Commander.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) is still going
to get some dirt on Clark even if
I (Oscar) do like him.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) heard that McElreath is taking a "Charles Atlas"
course. From the looks of things
he iMcElreath) is the "before" in
Atlas's advertisements.
—oscar says—■
-—that he (Oscar) has seen many
disgusting sights in his life but a
certain "B" company's first sergeant beats them all. Has anyone
noticed the direction he (Gentry)
is holding his nose lately. He (Gentry) is a nut-boy in more ways than
one. I (Oscar) ain't talking about
personal appearance
either.
I
(Oscar) hear that when Gentry
gets 14 more credits, he (Gentry)
will be a sophomore.
—oscar sa\
—that he (Oscar) wishes somebody would do something about
this morale around here. What has
happened to our Social Doings?
Lets talk things up and get some
good dances going.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) still can't figure out Why they call, the BAND
Company a bunch of "Queers".
They resemble human beings
a
little!
--oscar says-—
—that he (Oscar) is reserving
this paragraph as a warning to all
O. D's. Don't bust "jail-bird" Correa or you might get a Victory
rifle wrapped around your neck.
For further details....ask Lt. Mil-

#

♦
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its good entertainment.
G. C. Fant, 1. Anderson, S. •
I like them so far and hope thi
there will be more of them. Hi
ever. I do think it would be t;e
if some of the larger groups .
the Navy Band or some op;
could be presented.
ft. A. Bolick, 1. Hickory, S. <
As a whole, I think the concei
held at Clemson have been ye
good. The chorus of men sirel's are much more appealling
the boys.
D. G. McTeer, {, Hardeeville, S
I enjoyed them all as a wh';
but the type of entertainment p
sented at the Russian Concsrt *
some different. I am sure we wc'
all enjoy a concert by Paul Whr
man or some other ochestra of t;
type.
W. R. Ross, 1, West Columbia,
C. I enjoyed them very much
liked especially the Russian Che
us. I also think we enjoy a to
of classical music along with
more popular songs of today.
C. G. Brown, 1, Anderson, S.
I bciieve that we should have n
of these concerts. It is a great
spiration for everybody that g
James Boyle, 2, Summerville
C. I think the concert
series
Clemson is a good thing, beer,
it helps bring up the morale
the fellows and gives us someth
to do.
Luther Anderson, 1, Nichols
C. I think the concert series :..
wonderful thing. It gives the 1:.
a chance to see some of the &:
popular and important
con •
leaders of the country. If we di1"
have these things, most of us w<
never see them. It also breaks
monotony of studying and goins
the picture shows.
R. B. McGoogan, 1
Brunsv,
Ga. I find these concert
se.
very interesting. We should, ho
ever, have more of them, for ir.
seem to offer a pleasnat break
the routine of life up here.
J. A. Thrailkill, 2, Laurens, S.
In my opinion, the concert se".
are very interesting. The only o
that I didn't enjoy was the R\
sian Singers. I didn't quite undf
stand what they were saying. J;
give us more that we can und:
stand.
Don caldwell, 1, Greenville, S.
I think the concerts are very ;
tertaining and educational. I t
lieve they can do much to imp: I
the educational system here
Clemson.
C. E. Hawkins, 2, Greenwood
C. They were sort of informal
pretty good too.
S. F. Steppa, 2, Columbia, S
They build up morale of the cat-,
and I think we should have n '
concerts here at Clemson.
F. J. Patton, 1, Pisgah Forest.
C. It is something new for the 1
and I thought it was rather g<
for evervone to see.
J. M. Awtrey, 1. West Colum
S. C. I have enjoyed all of the c
certs very much so far. Larry
ler's Concert which had a toucl
classics appealed to me very mv
but I think that we need mort
the higher type concerts such as
-T'necoplrc nVPKPntfd-

'
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Bengals
Win
t
Lose
:1

13 During Past Season

*»

By ANDREW P, CALHOUN
Since the last issue of the TIGER Ben Boddie and L,
Reynolds, the Sports Editor and Assistant Sports Editor
lectively. . have been called into the service so this
ter, who by the way also reports for induction this week
sed to pinch-hit this column. I'm going to take this
.ortunity to pay tribute to those former stars of the
Jiron. cagecourt, diamond, and ring who are doing
■ ha fine job in the war.

NAMES IN THE NEWS
Clemson has in the service from last years team the
nber and talent to give Uncle Sam a complete team with
v h man holding down his old position. The entire '42
*ting eleven of Stacy, Smith, Hunter, Wright, Pierce,
?le, Clark, Franklin, Rothell, Craig,- and Butler are in
■re all the way . . . Capt. Joe D. "Hoot" Gibson '31, who
itained baseball and basketball teams here, is another
hing it out . . . W. A, (Bill) Coin '31 ex-Tiger mittman
; been with the "Flying Tigers" in China and was mertned in the recent book "God Is My Co-Pilot" . . . 0. K.
-;ssiey '29, one of Clemson's greatest pivot men, is a
irine Corps Colonel and has been decorate'd for bravery
the Southwest Pacific . . . Jesse "Mule" Yarborough
, a great tackle, whose Miami High School football
ims ruled Southern prep gridirons for the past ten
. ars is an officer in the Army Air Forces. His coaching
3b has been taken over by Tom Moorer '40 another exger stalwart.
»

FIGHTING SPIRIT
Clemson's fighting spirit is also exemplified by the
four Payne brothers. After performing for Greenville
High School the boys continued at Clemson where they
had colorful careers. At last reports Oliver '38 was a
Capt. in the Ferry Command, based on the West Coast,
Joe '40, captain of the Cotton Bowl team, is a major
in the Army Air Forces, Walter, better known as
"Botty", is a Lt. in the A. A F., and Jackie '43 recently
finished O. C. S. and is a Lt. in the Army.

FOLKS AND FACTS ,
Capt. Charlie Woods '39, all-southern center and captain of the 1938 team, is now stationed at Herlong, Calif.
:ajor Ben (Red) Pearson '39, one of the greatest extraoint kickers in his time, is in the paratroopers . . . Lt. Tom
-bright '40, Cotton Bowl lineman, is now in China.. Joe
I erry '37, j all-state quarterback, is a major in the Army
. Major W. A. (Streak) Lawton '37 backfield ace is in
the Mediterranean theater . . . Lt. Henry (Dude) Buchanan
tl cageball artist is now a paratrooper in the Southwest
'acific . . . Lt. (jg) Charlie Timmons '41, great all-southrn spinback, is on duty at Memphis with the Naval Air
Itation .• . . Lauren Driesback, Southern Conference wealerweight boxing champion, is a major stationed in Calif.
:apt. Jim Blessing '40, of the U. S. Marines is now back
n this country after 15 months of service overseas most of
-vhich was spent on Guadacanal . . . Capt. Banks McFadlen '40, is doing.another AD-American job this time in
•taly . . . Also in Italy are Capt. Roy'Pearce '41 and Capt.
?d (Chippy) Maness '41.
. .

COACHES GO TOO
Clemson is proud of her coaches and we have good
reason to be too. Lt. Col. Bob Jones '30, ex-Tiger grid
star and later end coach, is in the European theater . . .
Capt. Randy Hinson '36, backfield ace and more recently
frosh coach, is in Italy . . Capt. Covington (Goat)
McMillen '30, great Tiger back of the late twenties and
later backfield coach, is presently stationed at Clemson
. . . Lt. Fred Kirchner, U. S. N. R. '33, Intermural and
soccor coach, is on an aircraft carrier in the Pacific
and recently wrote ,in telling of the sports being carried on aboard ship . . Lt. Walter Cox '39, star lineman
on the Cotton Bowl team and winner of all-state honors, was stationed in the Southwest Pacific for sometime. After recovery in a hospital he received a medical discharge, and is now back at Clemson as a physical instructor . . . Lt. (jg) Tom Rogers, baseball and
assistant football coach, is stationed at the N. C. PreFlight School.

LEST WE FORGET
News comes in from Major R. F. Scott '36 track star
now on an island in the Pacific . . . Capt. Ted Boselli '39,
boxing and baseball ace, well known for his many transport hops around the world is the holder of three DFC'c
. . . Major H. E. (Goon) Miller is back home after many
missions over Germany . . . Wister Jackson '40, the old
football warhorse, helped run Rommel out of North Africa
and is now on another job . . . Five former Clemson stars
who made records for themselves - at home and abroad
have paid the supreme sacrifice for their country. Major
Henry Woodward '35 met his dea'th in an accident on duty
in Pennsylvania . . . Lt. Ben McKnight '41 died in Australia from the wounds he received in action. . . . Lt. Bill
Brady '40 was killed in an airplane crash in Mississippi.
Lt, Clyde Pennington '36 died as a result of an accident in
North Africa and Lt. Col. A. J. (Red) Dyess '31 was killed
n action in the Marshall Islands invasion recently. Clem->n will never forget these HEROS.

Future Of Football
Clemson will definitely have a better football team
is year than last year's aggregation, according to Head
'oach Frank Howard in a recent statement. There will be
n increase in the number and weight of the squad. Pracce will begin on July 24, which should give the new boys
ifficient time to wprk smoothly by the opening game.
Only one member of the '43 team will definitely be
ack, but it is possible that others may return. Ralph
enkins, stellar center and second team All-State member,
/ill be around for the '44 season. However, Coach Howard
.as an ace up his sleeve in Sid Tinsley, a backfield ace
rom thei 1942 team,, who will also be back. Tinsley was
ischarged recently by the army because of a bad knee.
;
lly Poe, andther former player be here. He also has
:en discharged by the army.
These men with the addition of a lot of new players
lould help return Clemson to the gridiron environment
;f former days.

A COMPLETE SELECTION OF
JEWELRY AND GIFTS
ANDERSON'S LOWEST PRICES
—Prompt Guaranteed Watch Repairing—

THE JEWEL SHOP
206 S. Main St.

Anderson, h. C.

With the Tiger basketball season of 1944 approaching a climax,
we find this an opportune time
to scan over the record book and
see this year's' cagesters will go
down in the annals of Clemson's
history. We can honestly revert
back to the old alibi that, the
scores don't' show everything, as
we look back over the seventeen
games
played
thus far.
The
scrappy Tiger cubs have shown
themselves to be a great twenty
minute ball club, and were it not
for their lack of experience and
reserve strength, the tallies might
have varied greatly.
The Tigers started off the season by dropping a heartbreaker
to an evenly matched Georgia
quintet.
Although
the
speedy
Leonard Riddle sparked the Tigers on and Was court high scorer,
the Bulldogs, were in front 44-40
as the final horn blew. . . .The
youngsters sadly showed
their
lack of, experience as Presbyterian College streamrollered
over
them in their game at Clinton,
score 57-33. . . .Coach "Rock" Norman's boys brought home the bacon in their next game against
the officers and men (not patients) stationed at the
Oliver
General Hospital Base in Augusta,
Georgia by a margiu of 49-39. . . .
Although the Tiger five was fighting mad and scented victory as
they traveled to Athens for a return game With the University of
Georgia, the bark of the bulldog
again drowned out the roar of
the Tiger, the final score being
Georgia 52, Clemson 31. . . .The
Tigers lost one to an experienced
Navy crew from Georgia Tech in
their next game 52-34. After having come up to within two points
of the bulldogs at the end of the
half, the Cubs blew up Bind play-,
ed slipshod ragged ball in the
final twenty minutes. . .The return game with the Tech rambling
wreck is one that We would all
like to forget. The Tiger's roar
descended to that of a mild purr
as the Georgia boys crushed us
by a 58-24 margin. . The worst
blow of the season hit "Rock"
Norman's squad, When after the
end of the first semester Otis
Moore,
Johnny
Kennedy,
and
"Jug" Mooneyham left Clemson to
go into the service. All of these
boys had figured prominently in
"Rock's" plans for the season. . . .
The Tigers started the second,
semester with a bang,
coming
from behind in the second half
to eke out a 43-41 victory over
P. c. The boys played smooth
basgketball and proved conclusively that they had the makings
of a gdod ball club. . .Playing for
the second night in succession, the
exhausted cubs dropped a heartbreaker to a poor Catawba five
by a score of 38-29. . . .Georgia
p're-flight's airmen siext invaded
Clemson and proceeded to make
life miserable for our boys. As
the half ended and the score stood
at 30-11 in favor of the Navy,
the Tiger seemed to be down on
his knees.
A spark
suddenly
clicked in the second half when
our boys, led by. Eddis Freeman
and Leonard Riddle ripped open
the Navy defense scoring baskets
in quick succession.
With the
lanky Sharpe dropping them in
from the bucket, the Tigers were
still on the Upgrade as the game
ended, Navy 43-Clemson 35. . .On
February 12th the gamecock of
South Carolina pecked away at
the Tiger cubs in Che field house
to the tune of 66-37. We'll hardly forget one number 6" apparently couldn't stand the humiliation and lacked a grain of sportsmanship. He brought some wrestling tactics to the basketball court
when he tackled Eddis from behind Like a shot out of a gun,
the cadets and spectators led by
Ralph Jenkins (Center and Captain of the Tiger eleven) were on
the court. The huge Jenkms left
quite an impression on old number "6" in more Ways than one.
Th» hooosters
have dropped
their last" three games In quick
succession to Davidson 42-40—to
Catawba 40-33—and to South Carolina 57-31—
. , ,
..
This past Tuesday night the
bombers from the Greenville Air
Base fought and won a nip and
tuck battle from the Tigers on the
home court bv a 37-34 count. The
cubs held on to a 28-28 tie going
into the last five minutes of play,
but the season's arch enemy,
weariness, caught up with them
and gave the game to the fast Army
quintet—
Two more games confront the
boys this vear. We play;a return
game with the Oliver General Hospital five on the 23rd and wind up
the season with another return
game against the Greenville bombGTS

. .

The bovs are going to be out to
take these last two games and try
to bring their percentage up in the
record books ...
,
At this stage, the elusive Leonard
Riddle leads the team in scoring,
having solit the cords for a total
man, Country Sharpe, and the keen
of 145 tallies . . . The old bucket
eyed Eddis Freeman are close behind in the record book . . . The
other recent mainstays have been
brackos, and Mouse Bounelis.
Bolick, Harry Campbell, Duck Lam-

Greenville Base
Beats Clemson

M

- -V ■

CLEMSON, Ffeb. 22—
The Greenville Army Air Base
defeated Clemson 37-34 in a
basketball game here tonight.
Manship of the soldiers started the scoring, and the Tigers
were unable to catch up Until
after 14 minutes of the second
half when Riddle's long shot
enabled them to tie the score.
A spurt in the closing minutes
put the game on ice for the
fliers.

"0i

HIer Resigns
From Ag. Dept.

SCENE DURINIK
-.'.BO^

RECENT

VvILD
LIFE
OjUTH CAROLINA
QOfr FQANKLIN SHERMAN
EMSON COLLEGE-DSPT OF ZOOLOGY

SPADEFOOT TQAD
Within the realm o^- animal life
Nature has provided! many cutions devices by meanij 0f which a
species meets the neefts 0f ite existence.
As Spadefoot spen(j|s
more 0f
the time on (or in) j]ana than in
the water, we consic|er ^ a toad
rather than a frog.
There
are
about
twenty-five - species
of
frogs and toads in S3Uth Carolina,
but Spadefoot is the qniy one which
has its pecularity.
Along the heel
of each hind foot it .^as a lengthwise hard ridge or flange, which
it uses to burrow int(, SOft earth or
mud after the marmer m Which
we use the blade of a spade or shovel, hence the common name of the
animal.
With most kurr<jWing animals
(including insects) the front feet
are adapted
for digging.
spad?
foot's digging-equip nent
is
on
the hihd foot, and
this suggests
that it burrows by wriggling back
ward, scraping ar.-j pushing the
earth asiue with tle specially-pro»;-dcd- hJad-^-rkster^ —..-^/^^Spadefoot is not, large;
about
three inches of br>dy from snout
to tail, and it has no brilliant coloring to attract attention. Spadefoot is not often seen, and being
merely a "toad" ,;t is not much
noticed when it is; seen. It is usually found Under pin tly-buried rocks
or logs, tucked away into a rounded out cell or shjrt burrow. It is
likely to be well concealed under
a coat of dirt or ir,jjd. Presumably it
comes out at leajp occasionally to
seek food, but it seems to be inconspicious and Secretive for most
of the year.
In
early
storing
Spadefoot
"tunes up" with [trilling of croaking (sometimes liositively - noisy),
and may be quitfe common around
the little fish-aiMd-flower ponds in
our yards; this ts its mating season, and afte^fc short
time it
subsides and' ) ty not be noticed
again for near: J a year.
It evidently I present throughout South CS Iiina, for
it has
been found bl|i at Clemson and
at Charleston, \s well as at Coiiumbia and Florence between,—•
yet we have only a few positive
records of its j actual capture. It
is not, so rouglhiv "Warty" as the
Usual garden "%>p-toads", and not
so slippery-siticjoth as our usual

msmeasamm
water-frogs.
Spadefoot, like other toads and
frogs develops from "a
tadpole".
After pairing in spring the females
lay their eggs in water where the
tadpoles hatch Out and live; when
the tadpole is grown its tail is absorbed into the body and its little
"gills" are replaced by lungs and
nostrils for breathing. Spadefoot
then leaves the water and begins
his under-the-ground habit
of
adult life.
If you are interested in the curious things in Nature, See if you
can find and recognizee Spadefoot.

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Shontz of
Lewiston, Pennsylvania, announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Bette
Madeline
Joy to Captain
John W. Howard, textile engineering '41 of Greenville, Quartermaster Corps, TJ. S. Army. The date
of the wedding will be announced

A rabbit supper, garnished with
barbecued pig, was held at the
"Y" Cabin on the night of Jan-

uaiy:m..fiSn*fcjKho asfl pasiWfe
patea m the Nov. 27th
hunt,
which was
sponsored ' by
Dr.
Poole.
Prof. L. V. Starkey acted as
master of ceremonies and Prof
Franklin Sherman delivered the
principal talk on the subject,
"Bre'r Rabbit."
Dr. Poole gave a short talk on
the "Advantages of a Community
Rabbit Hunt." Among those responding to the opportunity to
tell a "tall story" about a hunting experience were: Whit Dillai'd, Dave Watson, Mark Bradley,
Carter
Newman,
"Pop"
Glenn, Sam Rhodes, and "Cap"
Clinkscales.
Prof. Starkey interspersed his
presiding technique With
some
infectious wit of his own, and
along about the end of the program called on John Lane to lead
a couple of songs. With
tight
belts but lusty voices the crowd
made the rafters ring With
"I
Been Working On the Railroad"
and "In the Evening
by
the
MOcnlight."
The open fireplace
was piled high with logs,
and
a bright fire roared up the huge
chimney and made the cabin
cozy on a night so chilly that
some failed to come out for the
feast.
The food was prepared by Dave
Watson, Dewey Sears, P. B. Holtzendorff, L. V. Starkey,
Cleve
Carey, Dr. Poole and others.
The cleverly illustrated mimeographed
publicity sheets
were
done by Mr. K. Ray of the Extension Department.

Eight former Clemson students,
four of whom were to have finished Clemson this June, are undergoing nine weeks of pre-flight
school at Maxwell Field, Ala., to
begin another phase
of
their
training in the TJ. S. Army Air
Forces.
The cadets are James T. Britton, eletcrical engineering '47 of
Folly Beach; Pete Konduros, mechaaical engineering '44 of Anderson; William M. Little John, textile engineering '44 of Clemson:
George F. Muller, horticulture '44
of Blythewood; Farrell-L. Parker,
animal husbandry '44 of Camden;
Herbert L. Sherrill, mechanical engineering '44 of Cheraw; Claude
R. Smith, chemical engineering
'45 of Rock Hill; and William K.
Stephens, civil engineering '47 of
San Francisco, California.

Captain Howard is now based
with the armed forces at New
Cumberland, Pennsylvania. •

Laney Promoted To
Captain In India
The otomotion of 1st Lt. Kenneth Stewart, Laney, animal husbandry '38 of Cheraw, to Captain
in the Army is announced from
the headquarters in India of Lieut.
General Joseph W. Stilwell, commander of all United States Army
Forces, in the China-Burma-India
Theater
He entered active army duty
January 27, 1942 and has been overseas in the C-B-I Theater sine--'
January . 1943. He served at a
Chinese-American Training Center
in India and at present is a U. S
Liaison Officer with a Chinese Army in India.

No Baseball Team
This Season-Howard
Recently promoted to captain f-om first lieutenant is
Barnej M. Coyle. of Columbia,
who I'ft Clemson as a junior
early n 1940. An engineering
officer of a medium bomber
squadkin, Captain Coyle was
a stafc basketball player here
at Ctmson. He is now stationed) somewhere in Italy.
He ivas married shortly before le left for overseas duty
to Mits Esther Webster.

J P. LaMaster, head of the
Clemson dairy department, said
this week that Dr. Millers resignation halts Clemson's
cheese
experimentation "until we can
find someone to cary c.i
the
work. All of
the
cheese
Dr.
1
Miller made has been used, and
it will probably be quite a while
before we can get someone to
get the work going again.

Radar Equipt. In
Rabbit Hunters Use In EE Dept.
Meet, Eat, Talk

Former Students
Take Pre-Flight

SHONTZ-HOWARD

Clemson will not have a baseball team this year according
to Coach Howard. This will be
the first time in many years
that Clemson has not produced a
team, but present
conditions
im ke it impossible.
Track and tennis teams are
still; indefiiinto because of a
lack of material. If a sufficient
number of candidates are interested, however, it is possible
thai teams will be organized.

BASKETBALL GAME

Dr. Paul G. Miller, associate
chairman on the Clemson College dairy department research
staff and originator of the Clemson College blue moid ("Roquefort") cheese experiment,' tendered his resignation at this institute and reported to the Carnation company research laboratory
in Milwaukee, Wis., the first of
February.
Dr. Miller came to Clemson in
August of 1938 and, in less than
two years,- had inaugurated his
own nationally famous blue mold
cheese
experiment
in
Stump
House Mountain
Tunnel
near
Walhalla. Since January,
1941,
approximately
four
thousand
pounds of this type cheese have
been cured.
Clemson blue mold cheese has
been widelv sougmtt after, since
the first batch returned to Clemson
from
the
"curing cave."
Examples of the cheese have found
their way into practically every
state of the union, and one bit
went to England in 1942 as a
Christmas present to Dr.
John
Henry Western, plant pathologist
at the University of Manchester.
Dr Western wrote Dr. Miller:
"You're certainly a clever bloke.
That cheese is excellent.
The
best of' this type I have ever

SANDERS PROMOTED
Maj. Allen W. Sanders, Jr., chemical engineering '40, of Savannah,
Ga., has been advanced to that
rank from caotain. As a reserve
officer, United States Infantry, he
went on active dutv as second lieutenant in February, 1941, and was
first stationed at Camrj Croft, S. C.
After attending the Adjutant
General's School at Arlington, Va.,
he was transferred to the adjutant
general's department. Later he received a commission in the regular
army and transferred to the Corps
of Engineers, being stationed at
Fort Belvoir, Va., Camp Blanding,
Fla.. and Camp Van Dorn. Miss.
While at Camp Blanding he was
selected to attend the Field Officers School at Fort Belvoir. He is
now a battalion staff officer of a
unit of combat engineers at Camp
Van Dorn.
After graduation from Clemson
and until called to active service,
Major Sanders was connected with
the Union Bag and Paper Corporation as a chemical engineer.

Although the number of regu
lar Clemson College electrical engineering students has dropped
from 30 to two since manpower
calls cut deeply into college enrollment. Clemson's electrical engineering head S. R. Rhodes tolav Pointed out that his department is "building for the future
with an eye to a much swongei and
more efficient electrical engineer"clemson^ EE department is now
devoting most of its time and
laboratory space to instructing advanced engineering students of th.
army specialized training Program^
but considerable time is -also bemg
devoted to selecting and installing
new laboratory equipment.
Recently added equipment includes many special instruments for
ultra high frequency detection (radar), and special apparatus for industrial electronics instruction.
"During the last few years we
have greatly improved our communications" equipment," Professor
Rhodes says, '.'and when we start
operating again on the regular
college schedule, we hope to have
an adequate set of electronic control equipment. After the war we
plan to offer a major course ui
electrical
communications engineering as well as the present major in electrical -power engineering."
.

Presbyterians Hear
Dr. Plumer Mills

Seniors To CCS
—Continued From Page 1—
The 46 men who went to Benning in the first shipment rating are; Julius H. Cannon, Jr.,
Roy M. Davenport, Jr., and Joseph G. Mann, all of Greenville;
Walker D. Caughman, lit, aiid
Robert H. McElveen, both of Columbia; Charles J. Taylor,
and
Benjamin E. Thrailkill, Jr., both
of Laurens; David L. Alexander.
Alkeh; Edwin W. Allen, Jr., Clio;
Roy L. Allen, Rock Hill; Billy
H. Anderson, Timmonsville; James
C. Austell, Jr., Blacksburg; Lucas J. Blanco, San Juan, Puerto
Rico; John W. Califf, Jr., Holly
Hill; Virgil ' W. Cook,
Atlanta,
Ga.; John W. Dahtzler, Eutawville; Cyril B. Fox, Jr., Lodge;
Lacohia H.
Hance,
Lancaster;
George P. Hoffman, Jr., Fountain Inn; Joe K. Jones, DacusVille; William H. King, Ninety
Six; David C. Lee,
Whitmire;
Robert E. Lindler, Chapin; James
H. Martin, Easley; John D. McArthur, Jr., Anderson; Spencer
R. McMaster, III, Wira.isboro; Julian P. Mikell, Edisto
Island;
John E. Norris: Vance; Herman
A. Price, Jr., Aynor; James R.
Price, Buffalo; Joseph O. Raley.
Jr., Behnettsville:
Carold
W.
Rush, Callison; Lloyd W. Salter,
Johnston; John W. Sanders, Hendersonville, N. O; Henry M. Simons,
Jr.,
Charleston;
Ezio
Smoyver, Brooklyn, N. Y.; William J. Stewart, Savannah, Ga.;
Nathan J. Thomas,
Lawrenceburg, Tenn.; Robert W. Touchberry, Pine Wood, N. C; Edward
N. VanDuyne, Pine Brook, N. J.;
Joseph C. Watson, Ridge Springs;
James W. Webb,
Jr., Brunson;
William L, Whisnant, Charlotte.
N. C; R. D. Ross, Gaffney; G. F.
Suhr, Augusta, Ga.; and W. E.
Bates, Spartanburg
The 53 men who went to Fort
Benning in the second shipment
are: William F. Anderson,
Jr.,
and William H. Sherard, Jr., of
Ninety Six; Orrie E. Bright, Jr.,
and Samuel B. Nichols, Of Savannah, Ga.; Ray E. Chandler,
and Francis M. Lide, of Darlington; Milton H. CoWan, and
Aaron W. Rentz, Jr., of Columbia; John M. Goodman,
and
James S. Wiinebrehner, Jr.,
of
Mountville; Ernest. E. Holt, Jr.,
William R. Martin, ahd
Frank
C. Rogers. Jr., all of Spartanbui'g; William Z. Mims,
and
Francis A. Yarbough, of Lamar;
Bennett M. Reynolds, and Everton W. Rowe, Jr., of Behnettsville; Milledge G. Austin,
Jr.,
Clemson; Roy H. .Barnard, Jr.,
Orlando, Florida; Harold H. Baxley, Kershaw; George B. Bishop,
Monck's Corner; Richard O. Berne, Union; Albert R. Branyon,
Honea Path; Richard Cathcart,
Hartsville;
Edgar
9.
Coffey,
Manning; David R. Coggins, Unman; Henry Z. Dtrffie, Saluda;
David A. Dukes, Greeleyville; Joseph W. Edens, Sumt-er; Paul B.
Ellis, Jr., Greenwood; Percival C.
Evans, Holly Hill; Frank W. Fleu,
Pikeville, Ky.; Bryan E. Gill, Jr.,
Florence;
Lanier
C.
Howell,
Georgetown; Francis M. Jones,
Lake City; James B.
Lawson,
Jr., Sandy Springs; Martin M.
Lotz!, Jr., SHimmerville; William
D. McBee,
Greenville; Bernard
M. McCraw, Gaffney;
Richard
M. Montgomery, Jr., Asheville, N.
O; Robert G. Parks, Hickory, N.
C • Karl F. Reich, Melbourne,
Fia.;
Ca'rl
G.
Richardson,
Orangeburg; .Isaac M. Rosenberg,
Swainsboro,
Ga.;
Warren
E.
Schreiber, Rockland, Mass.; Clifton A. Sprouse, Abbeville; Wallace W. Steadman, Jr.,
Ridge
Springs; William E. Stowe, Jr.,
Rock Hill; James D, Watson, Jr.,
Blaney; Ace C. Workman,
Jr.,
Clinton; Thomas W. Yarboro, Jr.;
Mullins- Benjamin F. Yarbrough,
Atlanta, Ga.; and J. L. Wanamaker, Lexington.
Sent to Fort MommoUth, N. J.
OCS were P. T. Clark, W. T. Anderson, Jr., T. S. Armour, P. c.
Aughtfy, H. D. Bieman, G. H.
Bradley. J. E. Chapman, J. R. Dickson, J. K. Fairey, M. L. Frick, J.
E Grier, Jr., H. G. Howie, Edgar
Hutto, C. R. Jones, M. W. Jones,
G H. Aull, J. M. Mintz, R. H.
Park, H. C. Paul, A. W. Rollons,
A. R. N. Stewart, D. G. Vander
Voort, Thomas Vuksta, and J. E.
Webb.
.
*
Sent last Monday to Nashville
for Air Force training Were Robert
Cheek, Paul B. Freeman, C. B.
Griffin, J. W. Huggins, and 9. G.
Stanley, Jr.

Recently promoted from the
rank of captain to hiajor at
Brooks Field, Texas, was Joseph E. Payne '40 of Piedmont.
At Clemson, Major Payne was
an outstanding football star,
being Captain of the gridsters
his senior year.
Major Payne, who received
his wings at Brooks Field in
March, 1941, is largely responsible for those won by many a cadet who received his advanced flying training under
the capable flyer's
tutelage.
For, since his graduation at
Brooks almost three yea^s ago,
he has performed the duties
of flight instructor and squadron operations officer, and
now as squadron commanding
officer, at his flying alma
mater.

Philippine Islands
Be Opened To YMCA
Aid—Holrzendorff
Extension into the Philippina
Islands of the work of War Prisoners aid of the Y. M. C. A., a
participating service of the National War Fund, was announced
by P. B. Holtzendorff, general
secretary of the Clemson college
Y. M. C. A., upon receipt C>J"
report from
the organiz&'t
national headquarters in New
York.
Definite information that the
Philippine Islands have been opened to Y. M. C. A., representatives in the Far East wat brought
to the United States bv Hugo
Cedargren, of Sweden, ' associate
director of the War 1fPriso;
Aid, who arrived from Europe
last
week. The
neutml
Prisoners Aid delegates t in Japanese-occupied territory are
all
Swedish, and it is through Sweden that news of their activities
reaches this country.
No time Will be lost Ml sending J

Y. M. C. A. delegates into

thej

Philippines
to help! meet
theB
recreational, eduCatioiial ahd re-S
ligious needs of the /prisohei
war there, Mr. Holtziendorf
advised.
)
Mr.
Ceder°TPti
aliao
,^^?5i5
firsthand information \al
erican prisoners of w*r i
many. He visited prison t
there and talked With/
as recently as last N(ov
"I can honestly ,say>
own experience that trie spirit ot
the American prisoner^ is excellent," the Swedish deleffats
"They are being treated
ly. Any shortcomings ar
the scarcity of certain
Germany, and not throtlgnA lack
nf
of rlosHro
desire rvf
of t.hp
the rriilitSrV
military auW-OilI
,o \the
ties there to live up
Geneva convention of 1929.

at Camp Gordon, Camp Wheeler,
and Fort Benning before going to
Rev. W. Plumer Mills, D- D- Camp Hood.
preached in the Fort Mill Presbyterian church two weeks ago on
"The Christian Church in the
Changing Orient." At present he
is sneaking in the mterest of the
•Red Cross drive. Dr. Mills returned to the US. on the. Gripshoto
in December. He was interned at

Have Your Hair
Beautified
At

BERRY'S
Beauty Shop
Clemson

HOKE SLOAN

^D^Miils is a Davidson graduate has been in foreign Y. M. C. A.
work and has worked In China and
Japan. He has received two decorations from the Chinese government.
„____

Hooks And Townsend
Receive Commissions
Two former Clemson
students
were recently commissioned second
lieutenants in the Army Air Forces
at Turner Field, Albany Ga.
They are Samuel Troy Hooks, Jr.,
architecture '43 of
Goldsboro, N.
C and Richard Edward Townsend
Albany Field is one of group ot
air bases to which Aviation Cadets are sent for their final phase
of training which culminates in
their receiving their much coveted
wings and commission as second
lieutenant.
LOYLESS PROMOTED
Elliott M. Loyless, textile engineering '39 of Greenwood,
has
been promoted to the rank of captain, serving with Co. A, 668tn
Tank Destroyer Battalion, Camp
Hood, Texas.
„V^CH
Prior to entering the
armed
forces, Captain Loyless was connected with the Anniston Cotton
Manufacturing Company Anniston, Ala. He was called to active
duty with the infantry m March,
1942, and transferred to the tans
destroyer unit the latter part ot
the year He had been stationed

For Superior Service

Y. M» G< A.
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Captain Milton
Is Paratrooper

Ross Is Awarded
Purple Heart

Captain Stavis J. Milton, chemical engineering '42 of Charleston,
one of Clemson's most rapidly rising army officers, has won the
right to wear the world famous
Wings and Boots of the United
States Army Volunteer Paratrooper, World War H'2 most feared
warrior.
Captain Milton has made his
fifth and qualifying jump at Fort
Benning, Ga., a night tactical leap
identical to actual combat work
in Sicily, which completed his four
weeks of jump training.

T-Sgt. John T. Ross, agricultural education major at Clemson
during 1940-41 from Society Hill,
has been awarded the
Purple
Heart, the Distinguished Flying'
Cross, and the Air Medal four
times, according to a public relations release from Miami Beach,
Florida.
Sergeant Ross, a B-17
Flying Fortress aerial gunner, and
mechanic has flown 25 missions—
precision bombing—in the European theatre.
Sgt. Ross recently returned to
the U. S. and is now being processed through the Army
Air
Forces Redistribution Station No.
2 in Miami, where his next assignment will be recommended.

"Lighting" war is forgotten when terrain is as rough as Pvt.
Frank K. Fendley, a freshman last year majoring in electrical
engineering from Clemson, found in the Venafro sector in Italy.
The picture shows how an American 81 mm. mortar battalion,
with Pvt. Fendley in the forefront (and inset), was finding that
the sure-footed mule is the only dependable means- of toting supplies to the firing line.

Dyess Led "Fighting First" That
Broke Jap Resistance On Namur
(The following story was written
by Staft Sergeant Dick Tenelly, of
Washington, D. C, a Marine Corps
Combat Correspondent).

NAMTJR\ ISLAND, Kwajalein
Atoll, Marshall Islands, February
2—(Delayed) — Shortly after 10
o'clock this morning, Marine Lieutenant Colonel A. J. Dyess, commanding Landing Team No. 1,
called our Command Post on the
beach. He said:
'The 'fighting First' is on ■ its
way.'
Less than an hour later, he was
killed .by a Japanese machine gun
bullet through the right side of his
.forehead. But. his leadership had
iaunchp'd the £inal attack that
:e the last of Japanese resistance oa Namur Island.
Lieutenant Colonel Dyes"s was not
an "old line" Marine. A graduate
of Clemson College, South Carolina, he ran the Augusta Lumber
ipany in Augusta, Georgia, until he Was called from the Marine
Corps'Ueserve into active-duty in
1940. Bat he had all the boldness
and aggressiveness that are ordily associated with veteran campaigners. 1
I saw Lfieutenant Colonel Dyess
come ashoire right beside the pier
unur [Island. With a few oth■ MarinefS, I was engaged in neuafri enemy pillbox almost
. alter's edge. He refused to
Is mftn be diverted by this side
show. Hjis booming, parade-ground
ftt them on inland' where
they weveAmore badly needed. And
he went -jRith them.
Nightfall found Lieutenant Colonel Dyes* in the tnie&of the heav''es«tance, that encountered

between two points along the eastern coasc of Namur Island. He
stayed through the night with his
men, almost surrounded by the enemy. Next morning he made his
way to the Command Post for orders.
Returning to the front, he made
his dispositions for an attack. With
him was his operations officer,
Marine First Lieutenant Gene G.
Mundy, oi 1306 Mulberry Street,
Mount Carmel, Illinois. Instructions: were given to his unit commanders,. Marine' Captain G. D.
Webster, of 531 Parkway, High
Point, North Carolina, Marine Captain Irving Schechter, of Smithtown Branch, North Carolina, Marine Captain Horace C. Parks, of
277 South Buffalo Street, Orchard
Park, New York.
A group of Marine tanks' came
up to spearhead the attack.. Lieutenant Colonel Dyess telephoned
Lieutenant Colonel Charles D. Roberts at, the Command Post and
gave the message that his outfit
was "was on its way." Then he
set out with his men, directing the
fire of a vehicle as it moved along
the beach.
The Japanese defense system
along this.section included a deep
ditch, behind which lay a dense series of heavily fortified dugouts.
Lieutenant Colonel Dyess led his
men,: plus some elements from another landing team which first
landed in this sector, northward
along the ditch, neutralizing the
dugouts in.transit.
. They were1 almost to their objective when Lieutenant Colonel
Dyess bounded up to the top of the
ditch for a look to ,his ■ right flank.
An enemy bullet entered his head
and he' died- within 10 minutes,
without' regaining consciousness.
His officers loved his leadership,
and his men.cherished him for the
constant consideration he gave to
their welfare. Speaking of Lieutenant Colonel Dyess' death, Lieutenant Colonel Francis H. Brink,
who commanded one of the assault
teams on Namur, said:
"We lost a very good officer."
Lieutenant Colonel Dyess is survived, by his wife, Mrs. Connor
Dyess, and their. young daughter,
Connor,
BEATY PROMOTED
Albert R. Beaty, former student
from Seneca, a flying instructor at
the AAF Pilot School at the Courtland Army Air Field, Courtland,
Alabama, was recently promoted
to the" rank of' first Lieutenant.
ACKER•; TRANSFERRED
Major Halbert H. Acker, general
science '35 of Anderson, has been
transferred from the Carlsbad Army Air Field, ■ Carlsbad, New Mexico, to Ponopah, Nevada.

STONE BROTHERS
CIVILIAN AND MILITARY CLOTHES
108 N. MAIN ST.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

'What We Say It lsf It Is"
H ALE'S
-Leading Jewelers Since 1856—
Greenville, S. C,

La Bree Is Killed In
Air Crash In Florida
First Lieutenant Albert Marshall LaBree, mechanical engineering '44 of Dania, Florida, was killed on a routine
flight near Barin Field, Pensacola, Florida on December
18, 1943.
Lt. LaBree, who left Clemson at the end of his sophomore year, was an instructor
in the Marine Air Reserve.

Doar Talks Of
Disease, Pests
Jean Doar civil ' engineering
1939-41 of Charlotte, a veteran of
more than 200 fighter plane missions over Japanese-held areas,
said in Charlotte that most Americans in the far east found tropical diseases and jungle pests more
to be dreaded than the Japs, an
Associated Press dispatch revealed.
Doar, is in Charlotte recovering
from an attack of tropical diseases.
He received
the
distinguished
flying cross and the air medal for
his service. A brother, Lieut. Jack
Doar, was lost in the Pacific off
the U. S West coast a few months
ago when he parachuted from his
plane into the ocean.
"Malaria, dengue and other jungle fevers afflicted so many of the
pilots and ground forces that many
of them just toughed it out and
refused to go to the hospital," he
said.
The Army has made great progress, however, he added, in controlling both the diseases and the
pests of the jungles.
McCOWN TRAINS
Clemson's lone representative in
the current lower class of Aviation Cadets at the Pampa Army
Air twin-engine advanced flying
school of the AAF Central Training Command, Pampa, Texas, is
William Ernest JMcCown, of Anderson.
Cadet McCown is a graduate of
Anderson Boys High School and
was attending Clemson when called to active duty in February of
1943.
At the completion of his rigid
training here, he will be assigned
to duty as an instructor or a combat pilot.
TRAINS FOR PILOT
Lt. Zeb Vance, horticulture '38
of Owings. is now a student officer
at the Bainbridge Army Air Field,
Ga., where he is receiving basic
pilot training.
Prior to his entrance into the
army, Lt. Vance was a personnel
investigator for a retail credit company at Atlanta, Ga.

JUST ARRIVED JEW SHIPMENT
College Seals - Army and Air Corps Jewelry
Bracelets - Necklaces - Pins - Compacts
Clemson scrap books with college seal
Clemson pennants - Stationery
Stickers

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
CLEMSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA1

The Clemson College department,
of engineering this week announced the addition of two laboratory
machines to be used in instructional work by the divisions of mechanical, civil, and electrical engineering.
A variable compression Diesel engine of a type the Clemson department has been seeking for several years is now enroute from
Wisconsin Upon arrival it will be
pressed into immediate use by regular college students and ' army
specialized training students for
.laboratory work in fuel testing. The
second machine will be used for
testing tension and compression of
all kinds of building materials. It
will exert a pressure of 300,000
pounds.

Rhodes Speaks
Post-War Plans Rev. Walsh Be
Here At Clemson

Clemson Man
Gets First Zero
BOUGAINVILLE — (Delayed —
North Carolina and South Carolina teamed up against Jap Zeros
near Rabaul in a winning combination.
Attacking five Zeros simultaineously, two Marine Corsair pilots
bagged a Jap apiece. They were
First Lieutenant Robert E. Lee,
premedicine 1940-42 of Alcolu, and
Captain William
Beerman
of
Greensboro, N. C, both members
of the "Wake Avengers," a Marine fighter squadron.
The Carolina men engaged the
enemy planes over the Jap airdrome at Tobera as Allied light
bombers plastered the runway and
revetment areas with bombs.
Captain Beerman, calling the
signals, spotted the Zeros first —
a formation.of five—at 18,000 feet
over the field.
Closing in on the Japs from the
rear, the Greensboro, flier attacked a Zero on the right of the formation while his South Carolina
cohort dcve for one on the extreme
left.
"Pieces began to fly from his
cockpit," related Captain Beerman, "as I poured two bursts into
him. He broke to the left, flipped
over on his back and splraled
down."
Meanwhile,
Lieutenant Lee,
whose ancestors were "distant relatives" of the famous Confederate
general had sent his Zero down in
smoke and flames with one longburst from his guns.
Both pilots were attacked by the
three remaining Zeros but escaped
unscathed.
Although they previously had encountered Jap airmen, these victories were the first for the two
Leatherneck fliers.

Two New Laboratory
Machines Soon To Be
Used By Engineers

LT. HEYWARD SIMPSON
Just returned from England
where he piloted the Fortress
"Rodger-Dodger" against Nazi Europe is Fkst Lieutenant Heyward V.
Simpson, textile chemistry '41 of
Anderson, holder of the Distinguished Flying Cross and the Air
Medal with three oak leaf clusters.
He returned to thiss country after 25 misions over enemy territory,
and has been reluctant to describe
the mission for which he received
the Distinguished Flying Cross.

During! the nine and one-half
months which Lt. Simpson spend
in England, he participated in a
number <M raids against German
U-boat bases, two in Germany and
two in Fjrance.
In a mission over Bonn, Lt. Simpson said 1 that he had about 150.
holes in mis ship in less than two
minutes from flak fragments. One
of his waost gunners was killed.
Lt. Simpson was employed as a
textile chemist in New York prior
to the war.

"Zip" Returns To MessjHall
Tables; Cadets To Regain Health
After a seven months absence,
syrup, known to Clemson men as
"zip," was most cordially welcomed back to the tables of the mess
hall by the cadets at the beginning of the semester.
To an outsider, syrup suggests
cold weather and dreary winter
nights; but to a cadet, it only suggests a part of a breakfast, a supper, or yes, a dinner too. "Zip"
to a Clemson meal has the same
significance as "spuds" have to a
meal in Chicago.
It is not at all unusual in the
mess hall to see a dessert being
flavored with a nice thick coat of
"zip". When freshmen witness
this sight for the first time, they
say nothing; but they think it is
utterly stupid to eat "that stuff"
at dinner. If those sophs would
limit this to breakfast and supper,
may-be that would be all right; but
dinner to that is the*limit.
One of the first code of laws that

the freshmen learn and obey arc
those of the mess hall share
equally, eat properly, be reasonably
quiet and learn to call articles of
food by their Clemson names red
stuff '(catsup), bull (meat, any
kind), bull juice (gravy), et
And
before they realize It they are saying at a diner, "Shoot Xpass) the
'zip', please.-"
And thus "zip" has become a
part of Clemson. While it was
.plentiful, it was one of the many
"parts" which were taken for granted; but when lt was taken away,
how it was missed!! As usual, the
cadets complained vigorously (another part of Clemson); they soon
accepted this as another wartime
sacrifice and almost forgot "zip"
entirely., However, since its return,
the cadets have qnce more adopted
it as their favorite dish at any
meal; and "shoot the 'zip' " is
once more a popular phrase.

Clemson Graduate Devebp^-NewKind Of Oats At U, Of Wisconsin
Dr. Hazel Lee Shands, agriculture '29 of Florence County, now
on the faculty of the college of
agriculture of the University
of
Wisconsin, has developed a combination of oats from two varieties
known as Richland, which originated in Russia, and some South
American oats known as Victoria.
This new oats has netted Wisconsin farmers some $20,000,000 extra
in 1943.
According to "The
Wisconsin
Alumnus", "This new kind of cats

Willis Prisoner
Of German Gov't
Lieutenant John W. Willis, Jr.,
a Clemson alumnus and sea of
Clemson graduate John W. Willis,
agriculture '14 of Lynchburg, is a
prisoner of war of the German
government.
In a letter received by his parents recently, Lt. Willis, who was
first reported missing in action
September 3, says:
". . .We are given enough to eat
as long as the Red Cross comes
through.
Have been issued an.
overcoat, three heavy' olankets, suit
of underwear, and
a
slipover
sweater. I need some warm socks
and a pair of warm gloves. Some
sort of stocking cap would be
good. I have my flying boots and
will be issued army shoes. Send
a large towel and as much chocolate candy as possible. Cigarets
are used as money here. . . .
"We get one Red Cross box a
week now. Still do our own cooking and I room with David Plant
of Thomasville, Ga., and three
boys from New York. Met Emmet
Wells of Florence. . .We have a
German radio in the camp and
some of the boys translate the
news. We have had very little
interference from the Germans except measures to prvent our escape. I have not at any time
regretted joining the air corps or
refusing an instructor's job. We
did our Jrest. I am among the
lucky ones. I am alive".

Motion Pictures'^
Used To Instruct
The Clemson College industrial
engineering department is now
employing professionally prepared
sound motion, pictures in its regular instructional courses for regular instructional courses for regular ROTC and Army Specialized
training engineering students.
Professor E. J. Freeman, '22 head
of the department, has recently secured complete sound projection
equipment and approximately 20,000 feet of sound film covering 30
different phases of machine shop
operation. The films are produced
by the U. S. Department of education.
The outstanding advantage of
these films is that by close-up photography, animation and cut-away
drawing's, supplemented by direct
explanations, large groups of students can now be given detailed instruction that can be imparted to
onlv a limited number of students
by the professor-instruction method.
Another major advantage is the
fact that students may witness the
operations of all types of expensive
machines that college laboratories
and machine shops can not afford
to insr.all

has been nam^d 'Vicland' oats.
"Coming as it did in wartime,
with dairy herds large and feed
scarce, the impprtance of the Vicland discovery can hardly be appreciated by bare statistics.
"However, the essential
facts
that 25,000,000 extra bushels of
oats were produced in Wisconsin
this year, with, no increase in
labor, no increase in cost, no increase in acrea.ge, gives a good
indication that there is a, need
for this new oats."

Boggs WiiW Silver
Wings At Uloe Field
Lieutenant Rojl y. Boggs vocational agricultural education
'44
of Seneca, was df member of the
class of pilots in the
Army Air
Force Training Command, graduating the second wUk
in January
from the pilot ichool at
Aloe
Army Air Field off victoria, Texas.
The new pilot refaeived a pair of
silve» wings\ along! ¥ith his diploma at graduation fexercises.
After a short fArtough with his
parents, Mr. andl Mrs. Homer R,
Boggs, he returnedi to Aloe
Air
Field to serve as jar, instructor in
flying.

The general college curriculum
will have an excellent opportunity
after the war to break away from
long-standing conventions and traditions in favor of better planned
and stronger courses, in the opinion of Professor S. R. Rhodes, head
of the Clemson College electrical
engineering department and &
teacher of 43 years' practical training.
"I am certain higher education
will profit from its experiences
with the Army specialized training
program." Professor Rhodes says;
The ASTP courses may be too
short and too intense for regular
peace-time college work, but some
of the arrangement and most of
the content of the Army's educational program are very good."
The Clemson professor pointed
especially to the advantages/ of
the supervised calculating periods
required in the Army program..
"For years we have assigned problems for students to solve atjnight
in their rooms. When they bfecame
hopelessly entangled in their calculations, they had no way oif getting straightened out on thd right
road to the solution. In supervised
calculating periods, prqfesssofs are
available to help theSmen! with
their "figgering.' We did some of
this before the war, but. nothing
like as much as we desire. \ .
Electrical engineering AST\ students now at Clemson havp a
three hour supervised calculating
period each week in. connection
with many of the theory courses.
Professor Rhodes pointed out
that post-war electrical engineering
plans at Clemson include a much
stronger sophomore course and a
major course in electrical communications engineering in addition ±o
the present electrical power engineering major. This would sup\ersede the present minor in the
field of communications.

Payne Returns From
Service Overseas
Captain William O. Payne, darying '38 of Piedmont and Danville,
Ky.. recently returned from service outside the continental United
States, is now
being
processed
through the Army Air Forces Redistribution Station No. 2 in Miami
Beach, where" hir'TffiSt^SS^ffiseaL
wilf t>e recommended.
Captain Payne entered the Army
shortly after his graduation.
As
A-20 and C-47 pilot, he served as
pilot and aid-de-camp to Major
General John B. Brooks.
The theme o fthe Miami Redistribution program is designation of
each man to duty for which he is
best fitted and, if possible, to duty
for which he desires.
Prior to his entrance into the
army, Capt. Payne was connected
with Payne's Dairy and Hereford
Arms at Piedmont.

Miss. Creamery Us£s
Clemson Dairy Idea

The Rev. Richard Joseph Walsh,
C. S. P., of New York City, recently ordanled Catholic, priest, has
been assigned to duties here at
Clemson with the Paulist Fathers.
Father Walsh was graduated at
Xavier High school, attendedFordham University and Catholic University, and was ordanied on January 25, 1944 at St. Paul's church
in New York City.
Father Walsh will assist in the
parish during his stay here. He will
return to Catholic U. in the fall to
get his degree in Holy Scripture.
Also here at Clemson are Fathers
Charles E. Llufrio, John M. Donelon
and Father Doyle.

Safety Courses Being
Offered By Eng. Dept.
Special safety engineering courses
are being organized in four up-state
localities this week by Professor
Bratten Williams, of the Clemson
faculty, Professor Williams is Supervisor
of
the
Eingineering
Science and Management War
Training program being conducted
by Clemson College under the
sponsorship of the U. S. Government,
t—
The localities are Lyman, Greenville, Slater and Pacolet.
Courses of this same type are
now in operation in Abbeville and
Spartanburg,. while courses have
recently been completed at Anderson and Belton., A course in elements of Engineering is being offered in Anderson by Professor J.
E. Shigley, of the Clemson Engineering faculty; and engineering drafting courses are being taught in
\Easley by Professor C. M. McHugh
§f the Clemson faculty, and at
Converse College by Professor
August Cook of the Converse faculty. \.

15 MorelXrs
Commissioned
Fifteen names have been addeit
to the list of; 105 of last year sen»
iors to receive their commissions
as second lieutenants of the Army
of the United States. This list,
we realize, is still far from complete.
Graduating from Aberdeen, Proving Grounds OCS at Aberdeen, Md.
was former Tiger Co-Editor Kenneth Cribb, general science of
Spartanburg. He is now stationed
at that post.
Finishing at Fort Mommouth, N.
J. were George L. Stan ton, electrical engineering of Florence; Johnnie E. Sweatte, electrical engineering
of Sumter; Stiles C. Stribling, electrical engineering of Gaffney;
Edward Brooks, mechanical engineering of Pennsgrove, N. J.;
Warren Teale, electrical engineering of Hartsville; Robert E. Turnage, electrical engineering- of
Hickery, N. C; and Blaine E. Gray,
electrical engineering of Charleston.
Finishing at Fort Benning were
Jack D. Davenport, general science
of Greenville; Joel E. Hudson,
pre-medicine' of' Greenville; Williford S. Jackson, vocational agricultural education of Manning;
George G. Konduros, textile engineering of Anderson, and Walter
C. Hughes, pre-medicine of Norway.
The Tiger will appreciate names
of other OCS graduates.

Dean Earle To Attend
Meeting Of ASME
Dean S. B. Earle, head of the
Clemson engineering department,
and other members of the engineering faculty will attend the quarterly meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to
be held in Birmingham on April
3rd, 4th, and 5th. Dean Earle is
the organization's southern representative of the textile executive
committee.
Have you noticed the two movie
titles scheduled to appear .upstairs
and downstairs at the "Y",in the
same date?.
"What a Woman"
and "Heaven Can Wait",

Barracks Barber
Shop
Convenient — Econoriijcal
Satisfactory
Next To Cadet Guard
Boom

"CLEipUADETS ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME"

MAYFAIR GRILL
MAIN STREET

ANDERSON

MORE FLAVOR, MORE SIZE ^

The milking technique developed
by the Clemson College dairy department has recently been adopted for commercial use by a creamery in Hattisburg, Mississippi. The
Mississippi creamery sent H. H. McCradle here for a four-week stay in
order to observe the operations and
learn the milking methods employed in the Clemson milking ..parlor.
ROBINSO NGETS WINGS
FirstTuieutenarit. Robert W, Robinson, textile chemistry "38 of Columbia, recently graduated as a p>
lot from Randolph Field, Texas and
will soon man one of the AAFs
powerful' tactical ships.
Lt. Robinson was connected with
the Robinson Dry Cleaners of Columbia prior to his entrance into
the army.

m
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ITS PEPSI,GET WISE
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N.r.^
franchised Bottler: Peptt-Coto Bottling Co., Anderaon

GREETINGS... FROM THE YMCA
So many CleiAum, men are receiving THE TIGER, we wish
to send additional greetings to you through the medium of
this publication your many Clemson friends are anxious to
get news to vA and we are eertainly glad to hear from so
many Clemson gmen and be able to send you the "Y" news
sheets. Your wilting and bits of information you sand make
the "Y" news Sheets what they are. If it is interesting, it is
because of you fcnen who send in news.
Thanks are duel0 Lt., Joe B. Richardson, 0-325207, AMG, APO
9224, care of Ffc N. Y. and Mrs. Richardson; Capt. L. R.
Booker, 301st Elg. Gp., Sheppard Field, Tex.; Lt. Larry N.
Hewiri, 0-705389, Jjss-D, SOD, LAAF, Laurel, Kan.; Capt., Geo.
H. Rankin—'36 fcamp McCain, Miss., Note picture of Lt.
Rankin with MiL* Jimmie Stewart. Sfft. Robert T. Harris,
Co. A, 390th Inf[ Camp Rucker, Ala.; Dr. John Bregger, Mr.
Nash Gray, Mis. lb. H. Henry, Cpl. Albert Henry, 5th Co. 3rd
STR, Ft. Benning! Mr. W. J. Barker, Maj. G. C. MeDermid,
Charleston P-E, Li G. H. Burgess, APO 650, care PM, N. Y.;
5Iiss Lucy Linton,! Athens, Ga.
I wish to thsjlk these men for their recent letters and
contributions and Inany others who have sent us much news
and have made Iintributions to help make this possibleCol. D. ,E. Barnetl., 0-8239, APO 380, care PM, N. Y., had
dinner with WrigM Bryan, '26, Managing Editor of "Atlanta
Journal", now WiB Correspondent in England. Capt. Booker
had recently seen Iviaj. L. J. Fox and Dewey Brown. Grover
C. Paulsen marrieJ a girl from New Hampshire. They have
a son and little d,*ighter, now at 915 C Street, Harrlsonburg,
Va. Lt. Wm. C. GJujelock recently received his wings, was a
visitor at "Y", wentl to see Prof. Gage . . . now stationed B24
School, Klrkland Fijeia, Albuquerque, N. Mex. Maj. Henry L.
Law, '37, Is also at Kirtland Field. Maj. W. G. (Goat) Lynn,
'34, Hq. 109th Ord. jn„ wrote from Camp Cook, Cal. Lt. E. T.
McCurry, Aberdeen : 'roving Grounds, Md.
Some 25 Clemson len and their wives were present at a
supper meeting in ( ainesville, Fla.. Feb. 13. It was a pleasure
to meet with them-4ftraj. F. W. Cannon & Mrs. Cannon, Maj.
J. E. Webb. & Mrs. fWebb, Prof. P. H. Senn, Capt. C. B. Dob-

-^

n & Mrs. Dobson made contributions and sent greetings to
other Clemson men. A number of others sent greetings also.
Lt Col. Robert. H. Garrison,. Maj. Boulware, Capt. Vaughan,
Capt. Alex Dickson, Maj. "Slick" Elliott, Mr. O. J. Harvey, '24,
Tampa, and Maj. John Justus, '31, Tampa, Lt. & Mrs. Wm. E.
Brackett, Jr., Dr. A. L. Shealy. Lt. & Mrs. J. B. Payne, Capt.
& Wrs. M. B. SelfVisitors on the campus recently include: Lt. Eugene Bobo
with his mother, wife and sister. Recent contributions and let.
ters from Lt. Sam R. Webster, Ft. Knox, Ky. He was a pr.soner of the Germans but escaped. Mike G. Zeigler wrote from
Washington, D. C, and Capt. Roy R. Pearce sent a message
through his father, Mr. Tom Pearce, Columbia. Nice letter
and contribution from Lt. G. H. Burgess, also Capt. & Mrs.
Lewis Malphrus, Mrs. Roy M. Bobson of Greer for herself
and Lt. Roy Dobson, Lt. Frampton W. Durban, '39, APO 928,
care PM, San Francisco, giving the address of his brother,
George Durban, also the address of other Clemson men. Interesting letters from Capt. Carol D. Shealy, Camp Wheeler,
Ga- Lt. Ed Young, somewhere in South Pacific. Lt. J. B.
Jones, Jr., was a visitor in office several days ago. He has
now transferred to pilot training of Air Corps and is stationed
at Maxwell Field, Ala., Lt. Noel Garvin was a visitor on campus and is now stationed at Salt Lake, Utah. He has recently
received his wings. It is renorted that he Is to marry Miss
Sarah Horton of Belton. Nice letter and contribution from
Frank Poole, Jr.. Duke University, Durham, N. C. Frank also
gave the names and addresses of quite a number of Clemson
men. Capt. Wm. R. Wise, '40. Cairn, McCain, Miss., states
that Cant. L. H. H!"ks. '2'. is there, also Ciot. A. 3. DeLoaeh,
Jr., '39. Lt. Bobby Wair, No. 1 P?Hc Ave., New York, has seen
imnv J^ter-Hiii* T.lar*°s »" v"ro Vn'*- r*e"i*lv V** with Lt.
Bob Moise, last week vi-Wed Renjiblic AviaM<m whore P-47s
are made, i>l=<» «<1W sow* fine homes on Lon«r T'land. Lt. GernH Cop». Wn~ht F*«l", ™3"'"n. C-!". reiwntlv . wrote from
/»ln«-!ri wv.»r^ V>- .i«'» P""'. M. ». Orick visits with «»V»ral
Clemson men who are stationed there, Cant. Charlie Crutchfield, '32, Lt. Col. Gerald Tyler, T7, and others.
>r<r

